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SUMMARY 

The conputer simulation of flow separation from bluff bodies is achieved 

by a method which solves the two--cýsional incxxrpressible Navier-Stokes 

equations using clouds of point vortices. The vortices convect each other, 

and have an additional random mtion to represent viscosity, as originally 

proposed by A. J. Chorin. Swe justifications for the introduction of 

randomness as the agent of entropy production are presented. 

The rrethod is applied to sorne sirnple boundary layer simulations, and 

then in combination with an integral equation rrethod due to E. Martensen , 

the flow around bluff bodies of arbitrary shape is simulated in order to 

predict lift and drag. The stalling characteristics of aerofoil NACA 0012 

are reproduced from first principles by computer simulation, and the 

results compared to experiment. The dependency of the Strouhal number 

against Reynolds number for the von Karman vortex street behind a circular 

cylinder is also investigated by simulation. An attempt is made to simulate 

the phenorrp-non of rotating stall which appears in curpressors as the f irst 

sign of aerodynamic overloading. 
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NDMENCLATURE 

a Height of vortex above surface; constant relating cascade inlet 

and outlet angles; length of flat plate. 

b Constant relating cascade inlet and outlet angles. 

c Specific heat at constant volurre. 

CD Drag coefficient, 2 Drag force/(ý U2) 

CL Lift coefficient, 2 Lift force/( pu2) 

d Displacement thickness coefficient, or constant of proportionality; 
Height of wind tunnel. 

H Boundary layer form factor, d/G. 

i Index. 

Index. 

k Constant of proportionality; thermal conductivity. 

K The Weinig lattice effect coefficient. 

K Influence or coupling coefficient. 

1 Unit vector parallel to surface. 
, %, s L 

L Characteristic length - 

L. - Operator matrix from Martensen Method, the inverse of K. .. tj "'J 



Carponent of f low speed, parallel to surf acý--,, induced by 
free vortex. 

CaTponent of f low speed, normal to surf ace, induced by 

free vortex. 

M(i) The kernel function obtained as part of the solution of 
a Fredholm integral equation. 

n Number of vortices; number of pivotal points on contour. 

P Pressure; probability. 

PO Stagnation pressure, p /0 U 
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P Cumulative probability. 

Q Heat transferred across system boundary. 

r Radial co-ordinate. 

rC Radius of vortex core. 

rrms Root mean square distance of recession of a point vortex in 

random nution. 

Re Reynolds number,, LU/V. 

s Distance around aerofoil perimeter (intrinsic co-ordinate). 

t Tim, pitch/chord ratio - 

TW Boundary layer shear stress at surface. 

ux corrponent of velocity. 

u Internal energy; characteristic or mainstream velocity. 
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U1 ri-OW speea Delow vortex sheet. 

U2 Flow speed above vortex sheet. 

U Velocity vector; velocity of imving vortex. 

vy component of velocity 

V Column vector upon which L- operates to give the flow speed Lj 

distribution around a contour. 

V Velocity induced by mving vortex. 

w Work transferred across system boundary. 

x Cartesian co-ordinate. 

y Cartesian co-ordinate. 

zx+iY 

NI Thermal diffusivity, k/pc. 

C11-0 The zero lift angle, or effective stagger of a cascade. 

C(i The flow inlet angle to a cascade. 

0ý2 The flow outlet angle from a cascade. 

-1 
Oým The vector zean angle, tan (tan 0(1 + tan(X2)/2. 

Energy thickness coefficient, or constant of proportionality. 

Strength of vortex. 
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Tne 'bound' circulation on a contour. 

TX The bound circulation which maintains a Kutta condition f or unit 

flow parallel to the x-axis. 

TY The bound circulation which maintains a Kutta condition f or unit 

flow parallel to the y-axis. 

0 Angular co-ordinate; momentum thickness coefficient; intrinsic 

cx: )-ordinate of angle around contour. 

-V Kinematic viscosity. 

Density. 

+ Ccrnplex velocity potential. 

Vorticity, curl U. 

ýI Step change in vorticity across surface in boundary layer flow. 



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

The outstanding feature of f luid mchanics is its non-linearity. of 

course, mny other physical probleas are also non-linear, but it is usually 

the case that one can achieve a good understanding by siirple linear 

approximations. This is rarely so in f luid mechanics. The consequence is 

that one is forced to divide the subject into different areas, each with 

its own list of assurrptions. Aerodynamics divides into compressible f lows 

and incompressible flows. Incompressible flows divide into potential flows 

and boundary layer flows. Boundary layer flows divide into laminar flows 

and turbulent f lows. Coapressible, f lows divide into isentropic f lows and 

shock flows. Anyone studying all of these topics for the f irst time will 

have the feeling that there is no one subject called fluid mechanics, but 

rather a series of very particular analyses borrowing techniques from n-any 

different systems of rrathernatical calculus. Consequently,, one n-ay be well 

versed in both boundary layer flows and shock flows taken separately, but 

incapable of producing a theory of the interaction between shock waves and 

dary layers. Imun 

This Thesis presents an attempt to reinstate fluid mechanics as a single 

subject. only two-dimensional incompressible flows will be dealt with here, 

which is enough to begin with, since the principal ef fects of convection 



and viscosity will be encountered even with this restriction. However, the 

irethods to be developed are not restricted, and the analysis of three- 

dimensional compressi le f lows will rely upon insights obtained from the 

study of two-dinensional incompressible f low. Inevitably, one is forced to 

use cxxrputers to perform f low simulations. It will be seen, though, that 

the requirement to produce conputer program of the quality necessary to 

simulate realistically high Reynolds nunbers mans that there is no 

attenuation of the demands made upon traditional rratherratical analysis - 

The aim of this Thesis is to use couputer simulation to reproduce the 

characteristics of real flows , such as the complicated swirling f lows in 

the wake of an unstreamlined body. Fran about the year 1987,, it will be 

comwnplace to use the new generation of 32-bit desktop microcoirputers to 

do this, and for a relatively small cost, one will be able to predict, say, 

the flow around engineering structures such as bridges and cooling towers 

before erecting them in peril of the wind. This cost will be even less than 

the cost of putting models in wind tunnels, and certainly it will be inuch 

more convenient to use I numrical wind tunnels' . It is therefore timely to 

develop the theory necessary to program these couputers, and to do 

preliminarY conparisons with experiment of the results of these oonputer 

programs - 



By Galileo's Principle of Relativity, one has no way of knowing if one 

is moving or stationarY - One does however know if one is rotating, due to 

the apparent existence of centrifugal and Coriolis forces. It follows that 

the natural variable that one should use to describe af luid is its state 

of rotation, or vorticity,, since the velocity of the f luid at any pc)int can 

always be rrade equal to zero by a Galilean transforrration, while this is 

not true of vorticity. The computer simulation will therefore be based upon 

vortex dynamics. Any solid bodies in the f low will. be analysed by an 

integral equation method due to Martensen'. Viscosity will be interpreted as 

diffusion of vorticity, and modelled by the Brownian motion of vortex 

elerrents. 

1.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The irost general consideration of af luid f low is based upon its 

thermodynamics, but it would be best to leave this to the concluding 

chapter wtien we shall have a clearer idea of the type of system being 

considered. It will suf f ice to say for the moment that f luid mchanics is a 

branch of dynamics. The mst general description of a dynamical system is 

due to Hamilton, and consequently one talks of a Hamiltonian system much as 

one would recognise the existence of a mchine without knowing the precise 
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details of that machine's operation. The many-body gravitational problem is 

an exarrple of a Hamiltonian system, and two-dimensional vortex dynamics is 

another. 

rIffie key property of a Hamiltonian system in which we are interested is 

its reversibility, and this will not always be easy to guarantee in 

computer simulation. Reversibility also means that there is no friction or 

viscosity in the system, and any failure to respect reversibility 

introduces a phantom viscosity which can of ten be much larger than the 

viscosity wbich uv-- add explicitly. Thus we must consider methods of 

conputer simulation %bich overcone this problem if we wish to simulate 

realistically high Reynolds numbers. 

The diffusion of vorticity is the irreversible part of the process, 

which will be simulated by adding randomness to the Hamiltonian system on 

an appropriate scale. The idea that adding randomess converts a reversible 

system into an irreversible system will be returned to in Chapter 9. Any 

errors in the conputer program itself are an additional type of randomness 

which may well be much larger than the randomness we add, and this must now 

be considered. 
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1-2 llilý IýUl-, 1ý6 OF COMPUITER SIMUlAfION OF DYNAMICS 

The use of electronic Computers to simulate large dynamical systems was 

conceived during the Second World War when novel military requirements 

caused a deirand f or a fresh attack on traditionally unsolvable probleas. 

2 After the War, in 1950, Charney,, Fjortoft and von Neuirann proposed the use 

of couputers for weather prediction. It is strange that in all the tim 

since then, the commnsense idea of reversibility in the coiTputer 

simulation of any dynamic system has had such little publicity. There are 

irany texttooks explaining how to do numrical solutions of ordinary 

differential equations, but to the author's knowledge, not one of these 

even mentions reversibility, despite the fact that as long ago as 1967, 

Buneman 3 stated of computer programs used for simulation: 

Indeed,, such prograrrus Ought to allow, by a change of sign of the time 

variable, for the exact tracing of a system back from the final state 

to the initial conditions. 

In practice this is too idealistic, but until rratters are put right in 

principle, one is in no position to go on to consider irreversible systems. 

The basic idea of this Thesis is not restricted to f luid mechanics. It 

is that one takes a Hand ltonian system, and shows f irstly that at least in 
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principle one can perform a computer simulation which is reversible ii 

tirre. Arry computer simulation of a dync-imical system which does not ffeel 

this criterion of reversibility can be rejected as substandard. The effecl 

of running a substandard couputer program is to cause the system to hav( 

internal friction, quantified by the viscosity, uhich is unknown. Well, ij 

one cannot quantify the viscosity effectively present in a computei 

simulation, one is not doing science! 

Well-known methods of numerical integration, such as the standard Runge- 

Kutta and Adams-Moulton methods, are not reversible when used with f init( 

time steps. Thus such methods are of no use in the simulation oj 

Hamiltonian systems of non-trivial size. one must instead use methods sucl 

as the Central Difference or Inproved Euler iTethods, uhich treat 

i riformation obtained at dif ferent times symmetrically. Higher order methocL-: 

are also available. 

If one thinks of a few sirrple Hamiltonian systerrs one will see thE 

rationality of insisting upon a reversible nethod. A satellite which iE 

supposed to be moving in a circular orbit around a planet will mve in z 

spiral when simulated with a non-reversible method applied in Cartesian co- 

ordinates - It can be shown that with a reversible mthod the path of thE 

satellite must be strictly circular, though numerical errors will result ir 
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an error in the orbital period. With a reversible mthod, one is at least 

able to say wbat the I orbit ' rreans. 

Likewise, it should be possible to simulate a pendulum swinging with 

constant amplitude. an electron moving in a magnetic field with constant 

speed, a gyroscope precessing and nutating with constant amplitude and 

frequency, and in fact any Hamiltonian system where although one is forced 

to use one co-ordinate system, one knows that in principle there is another 

co-ordinate system in which some of the co-ordinates are ignorable. All of 

these exanples of perpetual mcýtion may be readily simulated by a reversible 

mthod. The application of an irreversible uethod would have some strange 

consequences. 

In practice, a reversible method of integration would seem to require 

irany iterations to convergence, except on a omputer with arithmetic of 

f inite precision. Given this f inite precision, the ef fect of errors is the 

same as that of viscosity, so a quick rule of thurrb is that if a corrputer 

represents rrurbers to 1 part in 10,000,000 say, then the maximum Reynolds 

Nunber achievable on that corrputer is the square of 10j, 000,, 000. There would 

of course be other limitations in terms of computer memory, speed and so 

on. When the system being simulated is stable, the consequence of a 

computer simulation at finite Reynolds number is not serious. In 
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oonsidering the motion of a small nurrb--r of point vortices, Arefl*5shows that 

any Hamiltonian system with n-ore than just a few degrees of freedom is 

likely to be unstable in the sense that small variations in the initial 

conditions produce large variations in the state of the system at a later 

time. In the case of two-dinensional point vortices,, Aref states that the 

motion of three vortices is stable, but the motion of four vortices is not. 

Thus carrputer simulation of large-scale Hamiltonian systems may %--ll be 

in-possible, but this does not matter to us since such systems are not 

likely to be encountered in engineering applications. 

Once there is no doubt about the reversible nature of a simulation, one 

can then go on to consider irreversible processes. To simulate Reynolds 

numbers less than the maximum possible, one can use whatever random number 

gmerator is present on a particular ccxiputer to introduce randomness into 
I-- 

the system under consideration. Initially, this randomness has the ef fect 

of making the system prone to its characteristic instabilities, so that one 

expects to encounter turbulence in f luid f lows. Such turbulence is always a 

transient phenoTrv--non, since eventually the system Ithenralises', that is, 

it achieves a bbxwellia-n distribution. The added randomness 

overwhelms the errors due to finite precision in the computer 

representation of a real nun-ber, w1hile. having the same ultirmte ef f ect. 
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i4 This is the point of a inethod. originally due to Chor n, wfiose development 

will now be described. 

1.3 THE DEVE-OPMENT OF VoRTEX DYNAMICS 

The subject of vortex interactions has been recently comprehensively 

reviewed by Saffman and Bakers. This section describes only those 

contributions wtiich have had a direct in-pact upon the author's work, or are 

likely to rrodify it in the future. Criticism is expressed where 

appropriate, but it should be said that now that it is known that one 

should never confuse reversible and irreversible processes, such criticism 

is intended purely for the clarification of rratters in practical conputer 

simulation. 

Newtonian mechanics has forces, uhich cause accelerations, modifying the 

velocity and position of a body, which in turn is likely to modify the 

force acting upon the body. In describing the behaviour of the body, one 

must use two systerrLs of analysis. These are kineiratics, or rroving geometry, 

and dynanucs which nay be called kinenatics plus forces. This dualism has 

been historically rejected by those with a philosophical preference for 

Irmism. The Newtonian viewpoint eventually won in classical rrechanics at 

least, and today the monist viewpoint is rarely encountered except in one 
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subject: vortex dynamics. The Newtonian dualism is transforTred to on-- 

system of analysis which studies vortex mtions, and another system of 

analysis which merely says that there is conservation of vorticity. Thus 

there is still dualism in vortex dynamics, but the principle of 

conservation of vorticity is so self --evident that all one 1s ef fort is 

concentrated upon the vortex ruotions, and vortex dynamics is effectively 

monist. 

This has led some people to extrapolate from incompressible f luid 

irechanics to everything else, and to propose that in the solar system, or 

galaxy, there is a cosmic vortex at work. At the other end of the scale, it 

would be nice if atoms were miniature ring vortices, and n-olecules 

consisted of interlocking rings... 

The idea of vorticity is thus very old, but it was f irst given serious 

expression by Kelvin, who formulated the principle of invariance of 

circulation, and Helnboltz, who gave a description of vortex mtions. The 

6 
first serious work which has an inpact upon this Thesis is Rosenhead's 

atterrpt in 1931 to simulate the Kelvin-Helrrholtz instability using point 

X7 
vortices and a mchanical coirputer. AJ: )ernathy and Cronauer published their 

study of vortex instabilities in 1962, using the same mthods as Rosenhead, 

but with an electronic computer. 
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8 
Fromm considered a stream-funct ion/vort i city approach. This uses a rresh 

in which the value of vorticity is known only at points on the mesh - Fromm 

was able to reproduce the von Karman vortex street, but there is a major 

objection to his approach. The consequences of a fluid flow diagonal to the 

rmsh are shown in figure [1.11. A vortex initially at a point on the mesh 

has conponents of velocity in two directions, and thus af ter a logical time 

step it is split between two new inesh points. After another time step, the 

distribution of the vortex between mesh points is beginning to take on the 

f orm of a normalised Pascal Is triangle, and af ter many tine steps the 

vortex has been dramtically diffused over the mesh. If one had not rrade 

the logical choice of time step, the diffusion would also take place in the 

strearrwise direction. This diffusion, wbich is both anisotropic and not 

relativistically invariant, rules out any form of finite difference method 

or finite element method for the simulation of unsteady flow. Salmor? points 

out that such rrethods are not Hamiltonian in inspiration, and this is 

accordingly the price that one must Pay - It is of course possible to 

produce a reversible finite difference mthodi, but such a rrethod, in which 

there is both reversibility and apparent diffusion, can only be regarded as 

an absurdity (such behaviour is correctly known as dispersion). 

The f inite element method is not working properly in simulating 
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convection, and f igure 11 - 11 could be redrawn f or the convective transport 

of any quantity,, whether active or passive (active quantities, such as 

vorticity or internal energy , modif y the f low af ter some convection has 

occured, while passive quantities, such as a dyestuff or a radioactive 

isotope used as a tracer, do not). As long as one part of af luid is 

indistinguishable from another, there is nothing to convect in the sense 

that one cannot use the fluid as a medium of commnication, and the finite 

element rrethod can then be used. When one part of the fluid is 

distinguishable from another by properties such as vorticity or entropy, 

there is then a convection equation that one can write down for such 

properties, and the use of a finite element method becomes dubious even in 

steady f low unless one always ensures that the grid used in the mthod is 

aligned with the flow. It might be thought that sane sort of 'undif fusion' 

could be introduced to correct the f inite dif ference imthod Is tendency to 

diffuse inforn tion. Whatever method of undif fusion one invented could then 

I-- applied to construct a computer simulation of a perpetual motion machine LA-- 

of the second kind. One can only feel sceptical. It would be best not to 

ailow inforuation to diffuse in the first place. 

Gerrard 10 produced the first display of a vortex street using the mthod 

of Rosenhead - With plenty of hindsight, the objection that can be rrade to 
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his 1967 paper is that there may be an effective viscosity due to numerical 

errors %hich is not quantified. Initially, the flow behind a circular 

cylinder is synmetric. only later does an asymnetry appear leading to the 

vortex street. A Hamiltonian system would never evolve into a vortex street 

f ram an initial condition of symetry, so one is lef t with the question: if 

it is not a Hamiltonian system,, then what is it? 

11 In 1973, Christiansen proposed to represent vorticity by particles, but 

to sample this vorticity with a grid. From the vorticity distribution on 

the grid, the velocity distribution may be rapidly obtained, and then the 

velocity of each point vortex is derived by interpolation. Christiansen's 

rrethod. would behave sensibly with f low diagonal to the grid, and it is much 

f aster than the original Rosenhead method. An apparently deterring feature 

of Christiansen's method is his reporting of a Idiochotron instability' in 

a two-dimensional ring of vorticity, causing it to evolve into a 

configuration resembling a swastika. In fact,. an examination of 

Christiansen's boundary condition reveals that there is no such 

instabilitY, but that this is the proper stable deterministic evolution of 

the ring vortex. The ring vortex has in ef fect a host of mirror imges 

ref lected in the bounda-ries of the f low f ield, and these cause the observed 

behaviour. Again, Christiansen's Simulations may be described as 
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simulations at unknown Reynolds nunber. 

i4 In the same year,, Chor n proposed a modification of Rosenhead's method 

in x-hich random rmtion is added to represent viscosity. He presented a 

simulation of the von Kannan vortex street. This method was re-invented by 

the author sone years later as a Monte-Carlo mthod. Monte-Carlo nethods 

are often regarded as methods of desperation, %ten one is unable to find 

any other method. However, the use of this method can be rationalised by 

the proposition that only random motion can cause a sensible increase in 

entropy, since the deterministic evolution of a system is rrerely a series 

of transformations which do not alter its information content. Though one 

nay not accept this proposition on philosophical grounds, it will be seen 

that there is certainly good reason for accepting it with respect to the 

amputer simulation of large dynamic systems. 

In 1978,, Chorin 12 described the application of the method to boundary 

layer simulations. It is strange that Chorin did not present a simulation 

of a separating boundary layer, thus effectively explaining flow 

separation, even though this would have been but a short step given the 

existence of a boundary layer computer program. This simulation will be 

clone by the author. 

In 1980r Iewis 13 extended Rosenhead's method to bodies of arbitrary shape, 
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but without viscosity. This marked the amn--ncement of an engineering 

interest in vortex dynamics. In 1983, Stansby and Dixon4 combined the 

11 i 4" methods of Christiansen and Chor n wbich is obviously a direction to 

K- - pursue in the future, since one can take many more vortices and thus reduce 

the errors due to randomness alone. One can also think about 

conpressibilitY and three-dimensional f lows. However, there is one point 

on uhich one can criticise Stansby and Dixon Is work. They have 

conscientiously reported that their method of calculating the pressure 

distribution on the surface of a solid body cannot guarantee its 'closure', 

analogous to walking in a closed path around a mountain range and not 

arriving back at the sane height. It is on such points of detail that the 

author feels justified in not adopting Christiansen's method until other 

natters have been resolved. 

-Anart 
from this main line of development, vortex rrethods; have been used IL -- 

to simulate the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (Baker, Meiron and OrszagII and 

Leonard 17 has reported on the simulation of three-dimensional vortex 

dynaml. cs. There remains much to do in two dimensions, and the relevant 

Nathematics will now be developed. 
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1.4 THE PLAN OF THIS THESIS 

In Chapter 2, we will begin with the continuous, Navier-Stokes equations,, 

and show how to represent them using discrete vortices. Every aspect of the 

correspondence between a particulate model and the continuum model will be 

considered. The mechanism responsible for turbulence, the Kelvin-Helmholtz 

instability, will also be introduced. Chapter 3 then applies this model to 

some sirrple boundary layer f lows, such as a reconstruction of the standard 

Blasius profile, and Chapter 4 then uses the same boundary layer model to 

give an explanation of f low separation in term of vorticity. These three 

chapters cover prelirdnary topics, and Chapter 3 in particular is a detour 

from the main topic of the f low around bluf f bodies and stalling aerofoils. 

Chapter 5 presents the method of analysing two-dimensional bodies of 

arbitrary shape by an integral equation method due to Martensen. The 

corrputer program developed is applied to the aerofoil NACA 0012, and the 

results for surface pressure distributions and the streamlines of the flow 

are compared to experiment. 

Having separately tested the integral equation mthod as a component of 

the couputer program being developed, we then proceed to Chapter 6. The 

bod i Mthod of corrputer simulation of the separated f low around bluf f 
-- - --les is 

described. This will involve abandorurent of several familiar concepts of 
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aerofoil f lowsr sach as bound circulation and the Kutta condition. There is 

no special method of predicting f low separation, which is left to evolve 

spontaneously. The Blasius theorem for the calculation of the surface 

pressure distribution will also be replaced by another method based upon 

vortex fluxes. 

Chapter 7 then gives two cases. An atteirpt is rvade to reconstruct the 

stalling characteristics of the aerofoil NACA 0012 at angles of attack from 

00 to 90ý The flow around a circular cylinder as a function of Reynolds 

number is then presented. Both of these cases are compared to experiment. 

Chapter 8 introduces the f low around nultiple bodies, for which no 

experimental conparisons have been made , but an attempt is made to simulate 

the phenomenon of rotating stall in compressors. 

Chapter 9 is the conclusion. Since this work can be extended to 

conpressible flow" its thermodynaidc inplications are as least as 

interesting as the work itself. It will be essential to consider these 

implications whenever one resorts to ocmputer simulation to tackle complex 

dynamic problems. 
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CHAPTER 2. DERIVATION OF THE F1LOW MDDEL 

This chapter shows the relation between the Navier-Stokes equation of 

the f low f ield and the nrdel presented here, which describes the f low using 

point vortices exerting an action at a distance. We begin with some 

standard analysis of the Navier-Stokes equation, %bich rray be expressed as 

VP 
2 

at 
+ U. vu + vvu (2.1) 

Vorticity rray be introduced into equation (2.1) through the vector identity 

U., Vu v(U2Ux (vx U) 
2 

(u 
2) 

x 
ýF 0%. f 

Equation (2.1) may then be written in the form 

VP 

x (A) 

au 

+ vv 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

with the restriction to incompressible flow, we have 

vpo au 
Aj 2 

at U xw + Vvu (2.4) 
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1n equation (2.4), the contribution of moving vorticity appears explicitly, 

and for this reason it is frequently a irore usef ul form of the Navier- 

Stokes equation. 

The stagnation pressure term rMy be eliminated f rom equation (2.4) by 

taking the curl, using the identity 

curl(grad(any scalar)) =0 

This gives 

\7 

or 

9 
C. ) 
Pj -2 + -VV w at 

ev 

+ U. W. Vu +vV2w at Pýp fý ^-0 
(2.5) 

The first term on the R. H. S. represents the concentration of vorticity that 

is achieved when a vortex filament is stretched. This causes neighbouring 

vortex f ilanents to crowd together, so that although the strength of any 

one f ilarrent stays constant,, the vortex density increases. This cannot 

happen in two-dimensional flow, so the first term on the R. H. S. of equation 

(2.5) is then zero. &j is a vector which is always directed normal to the 
f*j 

(x, y) plane, so that it can be treated as a scalar - Thus we shall be 

concerned with the equation 
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ý9w 
ON., 2 

Cl) 1', # 
(2.6) 

In section 2.1 the convection of vorticity will be dealt with, according to 

the equation 

aw 
at + U. Vw 

c f%., Fý) (2.7) 

In section 2.2 the influence of diffusion of vorticity will be considered. 

Finally in section 2.3 the rethod of integrating equation (2.4) will be 

described. 

2.1 ODNVECTION OF voRTiciTy 

Since equation (2.7) rray be written as 

DW 

Dt (2.8) 

it follows that elem-ents of vorticity nay be regarded as moving with the 

fluid. This form of the equation is known as the 'substantive derivative' 

or the I ccxnoving' form depending upon the terminology preferred. The vortex 

strength of each element does not change,, so there is conservation of 

vortic, ty (this is Kelvin's circulation theorem in another terminology). 

The element of vorticity will be represented by a point vortex of strength 
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Vilch induces a flow 

y 

'TT 

in concentric circles around itself. 

For this vortex a couplex potential 

y in (z) 
(2.9) 

2 71 

may be specif ied, where 

dý 

dz (2.10) 

For several vortices the complex potentials way be added 

n 

]Ln(z -z 

j=j 2 Ir, 

Two of the questions which arise in describing the flow as a collection of 

singularities are answered in subsection 2.1(a). The motion of vorticity is 

described in subsection 2.1(b). 

2.1(a) Vortex Statics 

By vortex statics is meant a flow in which there is no moving vorticity, 

or af low in which moving vorticity is temporarily frozen. hb shall only be 

concerned with two aspects of vortex statics, nairely resolution ef fects and 
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the unbounded speed of the flow at a vortex core. 

An observer is defined here as a person who can masure the fluid 

velocity at any point with sare instrument which does not disturb the flow, 

and which has a limited accuracy (experimental measurements are normally 

accurate to within 1%) . In real fluid flows, the vorticity is usually 

distributed in the flow. If this vorticity can be represented by a cloud of 

point vortices, then it is of interest to exandne whether an observer 

distant fran the cloud is able to tell the difference between point 

vortices and distributed vorticity by masuring the fluid velocity 

distribution in his vicinity. 

For example, a vortex sheet can be represented by an array of point 

vortices. Such an array along the Y-axis (figure [2.11) has a coTrplex 

potential 

cx: ) 
yj 

t) (2.12) 

271 

it may be shown by a conformal transf ormation (Wilkinson) that the 

Corrponents of velocity of the flow are 

Y 
sin (2 TV y/t) 

U=- 

2t cosh (2 TT X/t) - cos (2 Tý Y/t) 
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y sinh (2 TT x/t) 

V=- (2.13) 

2t cosh(2 Tx x/t) - cos(2 A y/t) 

Suppose the observer is a distance tf rom the sheet, and can move 

parallel to it. It can be calculated f rorn equation (2.13) that he will . 97- 

atteffpt to neasure a variation of about 0.4% in v and u/v (u. is small 

coupared. to v). At a distance of 2t from the array, the variation in 

velocity will drop to 0.0006%, wbich the observer is unlikely to detect. 

The variation at other distances is shown in figure [2.11, from which we 

conclude that the average observer cannot resolve the difference between a 

continuous vortex sheet and an array of point vortices until he is as close 

to the array as the distance between successive vortices. A similar result 

will hold for any other conf iguration of vorticity. This is an extremely 

rapid f alling of f of resolving power with distance from the sheet and it is 

favourable for the flow nx)del. 

It will nevertheless be necessary to go nuch nearer to the arrayr and 

then to deal with the problem that, depending upon the observer's precise 

pc)sition, the f low speed cOuld be very srrall or very large due to the 

degree of proximity to any one point vortex. one rather obvious way to deal 

with this is to let each vortex have a core sinular to a Rankine vortex. An 

appropriate radius for the array of point vortices w; ould be t/2. This 
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rrethod will be adopted for free vorticity. 

Rien a contour is present,, we have some additional inforuation. The 

total flux and circulation induced on the contour by an external point 

vortex are both zero, and this becomes significant when the contour is 

represented by discrete points. This extra condition is applied to nuffify 

the influence of the vortex on the nearest point on the contour (figure 

[2.21) so that the total induced flux and circulation are always exactly 

zero, irrespective of the distance between vortex and contour. For sinple 

amtours , it is ensured that sensible velocities are induced everywhere on 

the contour. This method. of 'taming' the vortex will be described in 

greater detail in a later chapter. The fact that it can be done will allow 

us to draw smooth streamlines extrenely near to contours %hich are 

represented by rows of point vortices, wbere the streamlines would 

otherwise be zigzag lines . 

It has been shown in this subsection that point vortices are a good 

representation of distant regions of vorticity. For nearby regions of 

vorticitYr techniques are available to make the discrete vortices look like 

continuously distributed vorticity. Since we can add corrplex potentials, 

twc)-dilrensional vortex statics is a linear subject. The usual non-linearity 

of fluid flows appears when the vortices are rrr)ving. 
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2.1(b) Vortex Dynamics 

In a cloud of free point vortices, it follows from equation (2.8) that 

to be consistent one must assurre that every vortex is moving with the local 

flow velocity. One can always do a Galilean transformation to bring the 

flow at any point to rest,, and if there is a point vortex there then it 

nust also be at rest,. or some strange new principle must be devised to 

explain why it is moving. This local f low velocity is attributable to every 

6 
other point vortex, and perhaps to a mainstream f low (Rosenhead) . Thus the 

velocity of the ith vortex is given by 

n 
(y y 

ui u+ 
Yi- 

2 VC 22 

j=l + (y i-yi) 

c -u nd 

vi 

yi 

- (2.14) 

271 

(xi -x2+ (y y. )2 

(Note that the sunmtions exclude any influence of a vortex upon itself) 

Equation (2.14) tells us that every vortex tends to orbit every other 

vortex, reminding us perhaps of clusters of stars which move around each 
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L-Ilt-- IAIL-LLA--nce of their mutual gravitational attraction. 

A single vortex in a stationary f low will not mve at all. Two vortices 

will orbit each other if they have the sam sign. The centre of vorticity 

will remain fixed, and SO will the variance of the vorticity distribution 

around this centre. To a distant observer, due to the resolution ef fects 

described in subsection 2.1(a), the two vortices will appear as a single 

vortex (f igure [ 2.3 1). Thus for a curputer program to describe the vortex 

motion,, it of ten does not matter if the period of rotation of two nearby 

vortices is computed incorrectly, since there will be negligible ef fect on 

the rest of the flow. It is therefore possible to give each vortex a core, 

which disposes of the difficulty of the vortex being a singularity. 

Equation (2.14) has been modified so that when then velocity is required 

outside some selected core radius rc, the flow speed is given by 

£ 
TT 

inside the core, the flow speed is given by 

2 
yr 

-) r 
22 6%0 

2 I-T rc rc 

The core velocity distribution is shown in figure [2.41. The quantity rc 
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should be chosen as the minimum length scale of a particular problem, but 

it must be admitted that at high Reynolds nunbers, this minimum length 

scale would be too small be practical to adopt on existing conputers. Thus 

the larger length scale actually chosen is arbitrary. 

One could of course use the sinpler distribution 

yr 

IT rc rc 

which is also shown in figure [2.41, and there would be little difference 

to the nurrerical. simulation. The velocity distribution actually chosen is 

more aesthetic. 

For af low with many vortices, equation (2.14) rrust be integrated 

nurrerically in time. The velocity at any point in the flow my calculated 

fran equation (2.11), so ule have a complete kinematic description of the 

f low. It is also necessary to show that the description is dynamically 

consistent. Though we started with the Navier-Stokes equations, which are 

dynamic equations, the fact that the f luid is incorrpressible allows us to 

remove pressure from. the equations by taking the curl, and thus derive a 

kinematic equation of vortex motion. We should now go back and show that 

the vortex motions are associated with sensible pressure distributions. 
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This will be done in section 2.3. First we consider the other principal 

tYPe of vortex mtion - diffusion. 

2.2 DIFFUSION 

Diffusion of vorticity without convection will be considered first. Then 

two exarrples of diffusion with convection will be given. These are the 

point vortex in subsection 2.2(a), and the Kelvin -Helnholtz instability of 

the vortex sheet in subsection 2.2(b). 

Equation (2.6) reduces to the diffusion equation 

Ow 

2 

at 
vvw (2.15) 

which rray be applied to many processes, such as heat conduction or 

2 
suspended particles in Brownian motion (Einsteie, Smoluchowski2.0 PerrinI. 

There is an analogy between the macroscopic diffusion of a substance and 

the microscopic randam motion of real or hypothetical particles of that 

substance - In the previous section the point vortex was considered as if it 

were the fundan'ental particle of two-dinnnsional inccopressible f low. It is 

logical to represent diffusion of vorticity by the randan mtion of 

individual members of a cloud of point vortices (no other method is known 

to the author) - This model of diffusion was applied by Chorirý to the 
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circular cylinder and to a landnar boundary layer. It was separately re- 

invented by the author as a variant of the 'Monte--Carlo I method. 

The use of this method immediately introduces a new feature. Whereas the 

Navier-Stokes equations appear to be deterministic, the simulation proposed 

here is probabilistic, bringing an uncertainty into the rrethod iAhich is 

discussed in subsection 2.2(a). A second new feature is that the random 

notion of point vortices continually injects disturbances into the flow. 

For rrany flow simulations this is a desirable feature which can be 

exploited to provoke instabilities such as the Kelvin-HeIrrholtz instability 

of a vortex sheet (subsection 2.2(b)), or the instabilities which lead to 

the Von Karman vortex street or rotating stall in compressors. In fact , in 

the applications of the Irandan vortex' method given here, our motives are 

not priinarily to simulate diffusion, but rather to search for instabilities 

by a method with a known and quantifiable side effect (i. e. diffusion). As 

a rule, at Reynolds numbers below 10,, 000 we will aim to simulate diffusion. 

Above Re = 10,000 we will be looking for instabilities. 

TI-y-- method of displacing each point vortex is obtained from the 

diffusion equation written in polar co-ordinates 

r 
Dr ar 

(2.16) 
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For an initial point vortex, this has the solution (Batchelorý 

(A) =- 

TI Vt 
exp 

4 
(2.17) 

This solution is shown in figure [2.51. Equation (2.17) is re-interpreted 

as the probability of finding the point vortex in a certain region of space 

at a later tim, given that its initial position is known. That is, the 

probability of finding the vortex in the interval (r, r+dr) and (0,0+dG) is 

p 

r 

., 
exp -- dr r d9 

4 T'ý Vt4Vt 
.i 

(2.18) 

The total probability of finding the point vortex anywtiere in the plane is 

of course equal to one. A particle imving at random in this way is said to 

undergo a Wiener I process af ter the matheffaticic-m Norbert Wiener2,3 who 

first stated f ormal rules for the process. The most inportant rule is that 

there is no correlation between successive displacements of the particle. 

For a computer simulation, there is available a random number genexator 

which produces random numbers equally likely to be anywhere in the interval 

(0,1). To turn this distribution into the distribution required by equation 

(2.18) equate the cLmu-lative probability distributions. Thus integrating 

equation (2.18) 

1 
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, 2Tý r 
r 

exp - 

L4Vt 
dr r dO 

0 
4 gV t 

2 
r 

exp - (2.19) 
4t 

If this equation is inverted 

JF4 
Vt ln (2.20) 

Vie generate a value of P from the interval (0,1] and use equation (2.20) to 

obtain the corresponding value of r, the displacement. A random direction 0 

nust also be chosen for the displacement from the interval (0j, 2 TV ). This 

pair of quantities (r, O) -gives a displacement whose probability density is 

that of equation (2.18). For many vortices, nany pairs of randan nunbers, 

all independent of each other, nust be generated. If the ith vortex has a 

velocity (uirvi) due to convection, then 

ui dt dt ln cos(Oi ) 
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dyi v dt + 
ý4 

V 
Ttiý ip. 

sin(Bi) (2.21) 1i 

gives a prediction of the new position of the vortex after time dt. 

In practice, within a time step dt, the processes of diffusion and 

convection are taken separately. The new position of each vortex due to 

convection ne is predicted. The new position is then corrected according 

to the inproved Euler method (see Table 2.1), the point being that this 

mumrical imthod is tin-e-reversible, and so it keeps variance of vorticity 

and entropy constant, as they should be with cmvection alone. This does 

depend upon iterating the inproved Euler method until it converges. In 

fact only one iteration is perforrred, but the residual error will be much 

less than the error of the random displacement applied at the end of the 

time step. This random displacement is expected to increase both entropy 

and variance of vorticity. When this process is repeated many times,, the 

interaction between oonvection and diffusion is obtained. 

It may be comented that instead of equation (2.21), one muld use the 

sirrpler equation 

dx u dt + , 
[4 -Vdt 

Cos a 
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dyi vI dt + 
ý4 

V dt sin 8 (2.22) 

By the Central Limit Theorem,, repeated application of this sirnpler formula 

would have the sarre ef fect as formula (2.21). In both formulae there is no 

correlation between successive displacements of a point vortex, and the 

expected variance of the displacement is the same. The expression (2.21) 

was used for the boundary layer work, and for early work on f low 

separation,, but later,, %ten simplif ications to the bluff body conputer 

program were sought, expression (2.22) výas used. 

2.2(a) The Diffusion of a Point Vortex 

A cmputer simulation has been perforrred to show the diffusion of a 

pointlike vortex according to the I random vortex' mthod. The vortex was 

divided into one hundred parts. Each of these was given an independent 

random displacement on every tim step , and was also convected by the other 

ninety-nine vortices. Parameter values chosen were V=O. 01 and dt=O. 02. The 

process of diffusion is shown in figure [2.61. A convention is used 

throughout this Thesis that clockwise vortices are drawn as vertical lines, 

and anti-clockwise vortices as horizontal lines. The length of the line is 

proportional to the strength of the vortex. The nddpoint of the line is the 
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exact position of the vortex, not that this matters, for the position of 

any one vortex is uncertain and the vortices have no individual identity. 

This ac)nvention gives an overall impression of clouds of vorticity which is 

cheap to draw on a computer and which survives reduction by photographic 

techniques. The vortices in figure [2.61 are all clockwise. 

From figure [2.61, it is apparent that the diffusion is isotropic. The 

variance of the vorticity distribution,, E(r I) for any one vortex, can be 

obtained f rom equation (2.20) as 

1 

E(r 2) 
= 4-V t ln 1 dP 10 

p 

= 4Vt (2.23) 

Fbur nwrerical simulations have been perforn-ed with four different sets 

of random nuirbers. The actual variance of the vorticity distribution 

100 

(x 
1+ yi ) 

100 j=j 

as a function of time is shown in figure [2.71 for batches of fifty tim 

steps, with the theoretical variance for omparison. It can be seen that 

there is an error of up to 17%, with a typical error of 10%. 

24 

Milinazzo and Saffman have treated the diffusing point vortex by the 

san-e irethod, and they observe a comparable error. They perfonned a 
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theoretical analysis of the possible variation in the observed variance, 

which may be formulated as the inverse problem of deducing the viscosity by 

watching the vortex cloud diffusing and by measuring the slope of the lines 

in figure [2.71. An independent observer knows that the increase in 

variance on each time step, divided by 4dt, should give the viscosity. 

There will be an error in the value of viscosity derived from observation 

%hich will becare larger as the fractional change in variance decreases at 

later times. This can be seen f rorn f igure [ 2.7 1, where initially, the 

variance increases regularly. Later in time, the increase is not so 

regular, and at one point on one run, there is even a decrease (the 

observer would conclude from this that the viscosity was teaporarily 

negative! ). The results are given in figure [2.71 in batches of fifty 

timsteps. If the results were plotted at shorter intervals of time, they 

would appear more I noisy' , since the fractional change in variance is then 

smaller in each time interval. This behaviour illustrates an uncertainty 

principle in the I Brownian I rrotion. As we atterrpt to look at the results in 

rmre detail f so the results obtained becorre noisier and less certain. The 

noise js reduced by integrating the data in some way to give an overall 

result, such as the lift and drag on a bluff body. 

It is possible to give the uncertainty principle a formulation which 
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leads to an alternative interpretation of the Reynolds nun-ber. 

variance increases as 

rrms 
r4 

a definition of the variance in velocity is given by 

t 

drrms rrms 

dt t 

and 
drrms 

rrms 
dt 

4V 

If the 

(2.24) 

which is an uncertainty principle for the Wiener process originally 

proposed by Fiirtl?! For a point vortex it may be expressed as 

uncertainty x uncertainty 4x kinematic 

in position in velocity viscosity 

On the L. H. S.,, the first term may be oonpared to a characteristic length, 

and the second terin to a characteristic velocity 

drrms 

rrms dt 
4V 4 

-ý=-=y 
Lu LU Re (2.25) 

from which the Reynolds number arises naturally as a measure of the rate of 

dif usion 
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The distribution of vorticity from the centre my be examined by 

associating with each vortex a quantity 
j 

.I. 
r 

exp - 
4Vt 

(2.26) 

(Note how the analysis of the last section is now being done in reverse) 

It has been established that P will have a uniform probability of taking 

a value anywhere in the interval (0,, l). The one hundred values of P 

obtained are sorted into order, and plotted in figure' [2.81. The expected 

value of the first P is 0.01, the second P is 0.02, the third P is 0.03, 

and so on. Each graph of figure [2.81 is expected to be a straight line 

running from (0,0) to (1,1) - Most of the graphs show this quite well, with 

the graph at t=3 being the worst case. 

It has been seen that there are errors associated with this method, 

%hich for the order of one hundred vortices, are typically about 10%. This 

is to be expected, since for n vortices the order of rragnitude of the error 

is given by statistical theoryas 
1 

Fn 

There is also I noise' produced by the random rrovement of the vortices. This 

noise can be filtered by using sampling methods which obtain integrals, of 
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wfiich figures [2.71 and [2.81 are examples. Other integrals which will be 

riet are boundary layer n-cxmntum thickness, and the lif t and drag forces on 

a body. 

2.2(b) The Kelvin-Helzholtz Instability 

A vortex sheet rmy be represented as a row of point vortices (Rosenheaer 

Abernathy and Kronauer7). Again one hundred such vortices have been used, 

and they are repeated periodically so that the velocity induced by one 

vortex is given by an expression of the form (2.13) (this arrangement could 

also be regarded as the flow in a narrow gap between two concentric 

circular cylinders). Rosenhead showed that if one of the point vortices 

were given a small displacement, then the displacement would continue to 

grow,, so that the vortex sheet exhibits the Kelvin-Helnboltz instability. 

There is an imbalance between the convective velocities induced by 

neighbouring vortices on the displaced vortex, which acts in the direction 

which tends to increase the displacerrent. Rosenhead's computation is 

repeated in figure [2.91 for cooparison, with two length periods shown. 

At-. ----rnathy and Kronauer showed that transverse waves in the sheet could have 

the san-e ef fect, causing it to 'snap' into discrete vortices. An 

explanation of the instability in terms of Bernoulli Is Theorem is given by 
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-jL%- ý, uy L)u comimted that this explanation predicts that there will 

I-, - an instability,, but it does not predict the subsequent development of 

the instability so well as the n-ethod. based upon vorticity. 

If every vortex in the sheet is moving at random, then we have an ample 

source of perturbations to destabilise the sheet, but first, it is of 

interest to look at diffusion alone. In figure [2.101, there is no 

convection,, that is,, the relevant part of the oonputer program has been 

temporarily remc)ved. Under the influence of pure 'diffusion' the vortex 

sheet spreads out transversely. The vortices show the amount of clustering 

which would be expected from probability theory. In figure [2.111,, with the 

sarre viscosity (and the saire sequence of randan numbers) , convection of 

vortices has been restored to the corqmter program. The behaviour of the 

sheet is now very different. The perturbations in the sheet produced by the 

'random vortex' nethod cause it to snap into discrete vortices. Initially, 

there appear to be four or five discrete vortices per length of sheet. As 

these develop they armlgamate into two vortices per length, and then into 

one large vortex. Since this large vortex must go on diffusing, we may 

expect that ultimately it will be dispersed to restore the continuous 

vortex sheet. Nevertheless, for the time being, the different behaviour of 

the sheet indicates that we are observing two-dimensional turbulence. 
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A Reynolds nun-ber may be defined, based upon the length period of the 

vortex sheet, the velocity juiTp across it, and the viscosity associated 

with the random notion. In f igure [ 2.111, we have seen a transition to 

turbulence for Re=5000. 

In figure [ 2.121 the behaviour for Re=2000 (and the saim sequence of 

randm numbers) is shown. Again the development of two-dimensional 

turbulence is observed. The vortex sheet seems to break up into fewer 

discrete vortices per length at the beginning, i&hich we might expect. 

In figure [2.131, for Re=1000 (and the sam sequence of randan numbers) 

a vortex cluster is briefly formed, but then it disperses. 

At Re=500 (figure [2.141) (with the saine randan nunbers yet again) there 

is probabilistic clustering of vorticity, but no apparent transition to 

turbulence. The man f low is laminar, despite the randan mtion of the 

individual vortices. 

Note the apparent paradox that as the viscosity is increased, and the 

random mtion of vorticity is increased, the overall f low changes from 

turbulent to laminar flow. This is not a paradox if we think of the vortex 

clusters boiling' at high viscosity. On the other hand, with the 'random 

vortex' n-ethod,, no iratter how siTall we make the viscosity, the resulting 

flow will often be quite different from flow with no viscosity at all, due 
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to the perturbations. This makes the method attractive for simulating real 

f luid f lows. The clif ference between an ideal f luid and af luid with 

infinitesimal viscosity is the story of fluid mechanics! 

However, real turbulence is three-dimensional, and may be fundamentally 

different from, two-dimensional 'turbulence' because of the stretching of 

vortex f ilanents , which can never be simulated by a two-dirrensional m: )del. 

It would be better to say that we have simulated transition to turbulence 

rather than turbulence itself. The transition is a two-dimensional 

phenorrenon due to the Kelvin-Helnboltz instability. Once it has begun, but 

not before, three-dimensional ef fects appear. In the exanples given later, 

two-din-ensional turbulence will of ten be encountered. Indeed, it is 

arguable that phenomena such as the Von Karman vortex street represent a 

special case of two-dimensional turbulence with just one frequency present. 

Leonard 27 has n-ade a preliminary study of the vortex sheet instability in 

three dimensions, using an artificial perturbation as in figure 

Now that %ý-- have a kinematic model which is expected to be good at 

reproducing the behaviour of the real flow, it is possible to go back to 

the Navier-Stokes equation and look at the derivation of the pressure 

distribution from the vortex motion. 
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2.3 THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 

Given the distribution of vorticity in the f low,, we nay obtain the 

velocity at any point. Thus our problem is to obtain the pressure 

distribution of an incompressible flow, given the velocity distribution. 

The solution to this means solving the Navier-Stokes equation for specified 

velocity distribution, %hich we will now proceed to do. 

Recall the Navier-Stokes equation 

u vp 
+ U. vu + VV 

2u 

at IV r. 0 
(2.1) 

As well as the vector identity (2.2) there is another useful identity. Both 

identities may be expressed as 

2 

U. vu = V(q) 
-u 

f%i 1160 2 tv 

V2ý= (V. u) - t%0 

(2.2) 

(2.27) 

where the f low is incompressible. This allows equation (2.4) to be written 

in the form 

au vpo 
Ai 

(U -VV) x (2.28) 

(VX U) 
1%0 
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The operator 

( -QV) 
is reminiscent of the problem of heat conduction in noving media (for 

an exarrple familiar to the author , the quenching of a very hot surface, see 

Duffey and Porthouse3). In heat conduction 

pc (2 - ot 7) 

is the heat f lux in a rroving nvadium. Rien this operator acts upon a vector 

rather than a scalar, it is a formality by the way ip which the vector is 

ef ined that we must insert a vector product to give a flux vector. Thus dI 

CA) 

n-ay be interpreted as a vortex flux. Equation (2.28) says that the 

stagnation pressure gradient along a contour is related to the vortex f lux 

across the contour. Now,, in the computer program described above,, this 

vortex flux is an observable quantity. We can see how mny vortices cross a 

contour in a given time, and whether this crossing is due to diffusion or 

oc)nvection is beside the point. 

From the observation a generalised transport velocity nay be obtained, 

which represents the effects of both diffusion and convection (by analogy, 

a random thermion I rrethod in heat conduction would yield an observable 

heat flux which could be related to an average velocity of the thermions) - 
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This Permits the first simplification of equation (2.28) 

u VPO e%o 

E(U) x (A) - 
ftf #*. j at (2.29) 

where the velocity is now to be understood as a generalised velocity. It is 

appropriate to use the statistical notation for expected value in equation 

(2.29) uben the vortices are imving with a randam component. The vortices 

nuist not be thought of as having an individual identity since this will 

lead to a paradox: there is no reason why an individual vortex should drift 

down a gradient of vortex density. 

Note that this generalised velocity is the velocity of the vortex 

motion, TAhich muld be quite different from the local velocity of the 

fluid. If we inserted an infinite nunber of rotating cylinders into the 

flow, we could determine the local vortex density at any point in the flow, 

subject of course to the condition 

V. W= 
0110 

If these cylinders then moved under our control, it would be the value of 

E(U) that we chose that should appear in equation (2.29), not the value of 

the local velocity U. It is on this principle that turbines and compressors 

exchange useful work with their fluid. The blades of turbines and 

ampressors are arrays of moving vortices, and the value of E(U) is the 
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rotational velocity of the rotor. Equation (2-29) can then be viewed as a 

differential form of the Euler punp equation. 

Because of the change in our view of the f low from a dynamic to a 

kinerratic description, it is legitimate to talk of vortices 'inducing' a 

velocity and a pressure distribution in the f low. The reuaining dynamic 

condition is the conservation of vorticity, which is a simple thing to 

ensure. 

The stagnation pressure distribution induced by a single rroving point 

vortex can be readily derived by writing equation (2.29) in component form 

and f inding a solution. This solution, since it applies to a noving vortex,, 

may then be checked against the solution in a moving framework in which the 

vortex is stationary. For a single point vortex, moving with velocity E(U) 

and inducing a velocity V at scue other point, this solution is the simple 

expression 

Po E(U) V (2.30) 

for the stagnation pressure induced at that other point. The isobars of 

stagnation pressure are circles which touch the vortex, as shown in figure 

[2.151. Since in equation (2.29), W=O except at the singularity, we have in 
I-- 

fact a linear equation. It follows from this that for several moving point 
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vortices %i-- my add the contribution due to each vortex to give the total 

stagnation pressure. If the ith vortex is moving with velocity E(U. ) and 
^j I 

induces a velocity V at a point,, then the stagnation pressure at that ". i 

point is 
n 

Po E(U ) -. V 

i=j 

Or 

Stagnation Pressure = Eulerian acceleration. potential 

(2.31) 

By the reasoning given here we suppose that equation (2.31) is a general 

solution to 

lu Po 
t 

(2.32) 

representing the influence of distant moving vorticity. It turns out 

serendipitously that the effect of local mving vorticity 

vpo 

E (U) x (A) (2.33) 

is also included in equation (2.31). To show this, consider a horizontal 

vc)rtex sheet. Let the sheet have a velocity jurrp from UI to U2 (figure 

Although there is no acceleration anywhere in the flow, there is 
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em acceleration potential, so equation (2.31) rmy still be integrated 

for each elementary vortex in the sheet. This gives a stagnation pressure 

above the sheet of 

PO 
(U +u 

1) 
W2 - 

above 22 

where the sheet is moving with speed 

E (U) 
u+u 

2 

and inducing a flow velocity 

(U 
2 

(2.34) 

rr%-%, Ch S Rite- tagnation pressure below the sheet is similarly obtained fran equation 

(2.31) 

PO 
below 

u (U, - U2) 

2 

(2.35) 

difference in stagnation pressure across the sheet is 

(u i- u) 
-U) = 

2. 
2 

22 
u 

(2.36) 
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This stagnation pressure difference could also be obtained by integrating 

equation (2.33) through the sheet! 

The result has been established that equation (2.31) is a full solution 

to equation (2.29). Equation (2.31) is in fact the sinple general solution 

to the Navier-Stokes equation Alich has been sought (note that it is 

assumed that all accelerations are due to mving vorticity, and not, for 

exairple, dae to an accelerating body in the f low). A list of continuous and 

discrete vortex equivalents is given in Table 2.2. 

It has been shown in this subsection that the discrete vortex simulation 

of the Navier-Stokes equation is consistent with the dynamics. 

Inconpressible f low can be described by vortex kinenatics,, with 

conservation of vorticity as the dynamical principle. The several terms of 

the Navier-Stokes equation are shown to have a ccomn origin in rmving 

vorticity, and for a specified distribution of vorticity, the Navier-Stokes 

ecpations my be integrated to give the stagnation pressure distribution. 
; L-- 

Since stagnation pressure dianges are the only useful (or detrimental) 

changes, and in aerodynamic devices they are provided by mving vorticity, 

it follows that the moving vortex is our principal interest. We have found 

a waY to write the Navier-Stokes equation wbich emphasises the mving 

vortex, and uhich leads to a solution based upon it. This solution turns 
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out to be sirnple. All one has to do now is to determine the transport 

velocity of the vortices in the flow... 

Finally,, it should be comented that the way in which a roving vortex 

m: )dif les the pressure distribution mans that we cannot use Blasius 

Theorem to calculate the force on a body in separated f low. This is the 

practical point of this section. 
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TABLE 2.1 THE NUMERICAL METHOD 

(1) CcffPute the convective velocities of each vortex, that is, the values 

of (x i"Y-1 ) give (Uifv 

(2) Predict the new position of each vortex: 

+ (u - vj ) dt iii Iyi 1 

(3) Correct the new position of each vortex by one application of the 

improved Euler method. 

[(xilyi ) 

., v, '). The values of (xl,, yl) give W 

(Xiryi + (u!, vll) dt 

(4) Give every vortex a random displacenent. 

Generate 

Y' ): =W., ' � y' ') + (cos 6. ,s in 9*)4V dt 
iý 

p; 

put (x 
'I 'y I) 

;= (X, i"yi ') and go back to step (1) for a new tim step - 
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TABLE 2.2 DISCRETE-VORTEX ANALOGUES OF THE FLOW FIELD EQUATIONS 

Ccmplete set for two-dimensional inconpressible flow 

vorticity Vxu 

All the vorticity is concentrated at a nunber of singularities 

with position (xi jyj) and strength y, , inducing a velocity at 

(x, y) equal to 

211 2 

1 

(y - y., x. - x) 

continuity 

yi) 

2 

rrhis is automatically satisfied by any one singularity,, and 

thus by any group of singularities. 

Convectacon + U. Vw 0 
ý) t 

Every vortex singularity 'orbits' every other singularity: 
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(U. "V. II 

n 
Yj 

2 TT 
J*i 
i=l 

Dif f usio.. 
")w 

=v N7 
C; ) t 

yj r 

22 
(x. - x. ) + (y1 - 

3 

In addition to its convective velocity, every vortex is given a 

random notion, so every vortex is expected to recede from every 

other vortex. This is equivalent to diffusion. Vorticity is 

expected to drift down a gradient of vortex density according 

to Fick's Law (do not think of the vortices as having an 

individual identity since this can lead to a paradox) The 

drift velocity can be added to the convective velocity to give 

a generalised transport velocity, E(U),, %hich is used to 

ompute the pressure distribution. 

Po qTj 

Pressure E(U) xW 
t%. * f. ý, (3 t 

Add the acceleration potentials dae to each mving 

vortex to obtain the total stagnation pressure at (x, y): 
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PO 

Yl 

x) v- 
1ttt 

rf 

yj) 

One can add the velocity due to each vortex (vtiich is 

independent of the vortex velocity) to obtain the flow velocity 

elsewhere, and thus the dynamic pressure. By subtracting this 

dynamic pressure from the stagnation pressure, one obtains the 

loca static pressure, or the 'real' pressure. 

Note that the principle of superposition can be used to 

obtain flow velocity and stagnation pressure, but not directly 

to obtain static pressure. 
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Figure 2.3 The Motion of a Pair of Vortices 
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Figure 2.4 The Flow Speed near a Vortex Core 
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CHAPTER 3. THE BOUNDARY LAYER COMPUTER PROGRAM. 

The rrethods developed in Chapter 2 will now be applied to the boundary 

layer. The purpose of the conputer program described here is to give an 

understanding of boundary layer behaviour, and also to test the random 

vortex nethod on known solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. The 

computer program is not intended to compete in speed and accuracy with 

programs using'conventional methods, but from it we may gain a 'feel' for 

flow separation which will aid in interpreting the results of the bluf f 

body cooputer program described in later chapters. Indeedi, the developnient 

of the bluff body mrputer program was closely guided and inspired by the 

insights provided by the boundary layer program. 

This chapter describes the program. Section 3.1 gives an introductory 

description, and section 3.2 gives a more detailed description (this may be 

cmitted at a first reading). In section 3.3 three laminar similarity 

profiles are simulated as a test of the programr and in section 3.4 a 

discussion of boundary layer turbulence with two-din-ensional flaw is 

presented. The next chapter will attenpt to answer the question of why the 

flcyw separates in an adverse pressure gradient. 
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3.1 INTRODUCIORY DESCRIPTION 

Vorticity in the boundary layer is undergoing four processes - creation, 

diffusion, convection and annihilation, and the computer program nust 

simulate each of these in turn. These processes are r in a very thin 

boundary layer,, independent of the curvature of the surface. Thus, as an 

acceptable approximation, the surf ace may be treated as if unwrapped onto a 

flat plate with a specified external velocity distribution. 

Each elenient of vorticity in the boundary layer may be assumed to be 

acconpanied by a reflected vortex of opposite rotation below the surface. 

This arrangement automatically satisfies the oondition that there is no 

flow normal to the surface. When a vortex is created, the reflected vortex 

is created with it, so vorticity is always conserved if it is only created 

or destroyed in pairs of elements of opposite rotation. Whatever happens to 

a vortex element also happens to its mirror inage. 

The vortices are created to satisfy the no-slip boundary condition of 

zero flow parallel to the surface. They diffuse by a random motion as 

described in chapter 2. Their convective velocity is that due to the 

rrainstream, flow velocity at that point, to their mirror imge, and to every 

other vortex and reflected vortex in the layer. 

should a vortex be very near to another vortex at any tine,, it is 
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convenient to combine them, unless the combined vortex strength would be 

greater than sorne upper limit to prevent very strong vortices accunulating. 

If the two vortices are of opposite rotation when they meeti, there will be 

annihilation of vorticity due to the recombination. Should a vortex move 

below the surface, it is considered to have met its mirror image on the way 

through the surface, and to have been annihilated. It is therefore removed 

from the f low. Note that on the next time step,, it may be necessary to 

replace this vortex with another to satisfy the no-slip condition. 

These processes are sunuarised in figure [3.11. As the cornputer program 

is run for time step after tine stept there is a drift of vorticity away 

frm the surface and the establishment of a boundary layer (figure 13-21). 

If this boundary layer reaches a steady state, with a balance between 

diffusion and convection, then it is possible to derive quantities such as 

the morrentum thickness, and to coirpare these with existing theory for known 

cases such as the Blasius profile, 

3.2 DEIA= DESCRI[PrION 

A flowchart Of the computer program is given in Table 3.1. The computer 

sinulation of each PrOcess is here described in detail. 
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3.2(a) Creation 

Vortices are Created in pairs Of opposite rotation to ensure that the 

boundary condition of no flow normal to the surface is automatically 

satisfied. Wherever the vortex moves, by diffusion or convection, the 

mirror vortex mDves with it. If the vortex is recombined or annihilated, 

the mirror vortex shares the same fate. Thus the no normal flow condition 

is always satisfied exactly. 

By contrast, the boundary condition of no flow parallel to the surface 

is only satisfied approximately, or on average. The plate, which lies along 

the X-axis from x--O to x--l, is divided into one hundred sections. The 

velocity Ui at the midpoint of each of these sections is calculated as the 

velocity due to the mainstream flow and to all existing vortex pairs, 

according to the equation 

U. U 
t 

iminstxeam 

where 

n 

Yj 

Yj 

= 
"Si 

2 

271 «x. - x-) 

2 

+ (y1- )) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

The use of equation (3.2) might allow a vortex pair very near to the 
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-, L. LcLL: e to induce an absurdly large velocity there. A correction is applied 

to the influence coefficient of the point on the surface immediately below 

the point vortex to prevent this. It is known that for a pc)int distant from 

the surface the circulation integral along the surface my be related to 

the angle subtended by the surface with respect to the point (figure [3-31) 

too 

KLj /100 tan 
-1 x 

tar. 
-1 - xi 

(3.3) 

yj 
Lyi 

The- influence mefficient of the vortex pair upon the nearest point on the 

surface is obtained from equation (3.3) after obtaining all the other 

influence coefficients frcin equation (3.2). This ensures that no natter how 

near the point vortex goes to the surface, it always induces a sensible 

speed everywhere along the surface. 

Having calculated the flow speed along the surface, vorticity is created 

according to 

/100 (3.4) 

along with idrror vorticity. Each vortex pair represents the vortex sheet 

which, laid along the surface at an infinitesimal height above it, would 

produce a speed sufficient to cancel U and thus to satisfy the no-slip 
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the riument. The new vortices are placed above the 

surface at a position 

j4 
9 dt/3 ) 

L 

j I 'he reasoning behind the choice of height is based upon an assunption that 

newly created vorticity mast have been created to replace vorticitY which 

was annihilated upon crossing the surface on the previous tim step. Iocal 

to the surface, the boundary layer my be considered as a region of 

constant vorticity. Such a region would be depleted by diffusion of 

vorticity across the surface (figure [3.41). In time t, the variance of the 

depleted vorticity is 

co 

y (A)) dy 

0 

1 00 

0 

(Cl G)) dy 

00 

y 
00 

y3 dw 

3+3 dy 
dy 

0 

Co 00 
dW 

y (fi - W) 

10 

+ 

in 

y dy 
dy 

by the formAz for integration by parts. The f irst term in both nuirerator 
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and denoudnator is equal to zero,, which leaves the ratio of two integrals 

containing the term 

d 

dy 

n 

Alf 4nVt 

2. 
y 

exp 

L 4Vt J 

ubere it may be noted that there is a solution for dG)/dx, but no solution 

for (A). With the cancellation of similar terms in numerator and denominator, 

the lost variance becomes equal to 

00 

y3y 

- exp - dy 
3 

10 

L4Vtj 

00 

y 

y exp - dy 

l' 

4Vt 

00 
co 

2Vty4Vty 

-y exp -+y exp dy 
33 

L 4Vtj.. 
o 01 L4Vt _j 

000 

2 
y 

y exp dy 

in 

4t 
0 

=4V t/3 

To replace this depleted vorticityr the conservation of variance of 
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Wrticity above the surface is appropriate, since this region of vorticity 

Should be in equilibrium, with no net diffusion, uhich neans the sarre thing 

as no net change in variance. This is a heuristic argurrent. 

This newly created vorticity uay then be taken away by convection and 

diffusion, so that on the next time step, the no-slip condition is no 

longer satisfied exactly,, and another hundred vortices must be created. 

These new vortices can usually be expected to have small magnitude, and 

they are likely to be combined with other vortices in the flow. 

Mien there is insuf f icient. vorticity above some part of the surface, 

extra vorticity is created and diffuses outwards to rernedy the deficiency. 

If there is excessive vorticity in the layer, though some of the excess 

vorticity will be removed by diffusion back to the surface, there will be a 

tendency for cppositely rotating vorticity to be created and to diffuse 

outwards. It will combine with the vorticity in the flow to reduce its 

strength. Thus the couputer program is self --governing, and on average the 

no-slip condition will be observed. 

3.2(b) Diffusion 

Diffusion is produced by a series of random displacements of every 

vortex, as described in Chapter 2 (equation (2.21)). A vortex is equally 
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likelY to go in any direction, so it is the Navier-Stokes equation, rather 

than Prandtl's equation, %hich is being solved. If a vortex diffuses across 

the surface, it is removed frcm the flow. This introduces a directional 

bias to an otherwise isotropic process, which ensures that vorticity tends 

on average to dif fuse away frorn the surface. The mirror-vortex moves in 

response to its partner. 

Various devices have been tried to reduce the error of the 'random 

vortex' method by controlling the diffusion of the vortices to atteapt to 

make it more regular. For example, the displacements given to a cloud of 

vortices could be adjusted to preserve the invariance of the centre of 

vorticity of the cloud, and to force the correct increase in variance. Such 

devices are known to statisticians and practitioners of the Monte Carlo 

method as 'variance reduction'. They were unsuccessful, and so the conputer 

program presented here remains unaltered. This is just as well, since if 

one is to use a random rrethod honestly, one should be wary of atteirpting to 

pre-determine the outcome. 

3.2(c) Convection 

nie velocity of any one vortex is conputed as a two-dirrensional vector, 

so again it is the full Navier-Stokes equation which is being solved, 
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rather than Prandtl Is approximate equation. The velocity of the vortex is 

the sum of the mainstream flow velocity at the point, the velocity induced 

by its mirror vortex, and the velocity induced by every other vortex pair. 

It was shown in Chapter 2 that it is difficult to resolve a row of point 

vortices frorn some distance away by a neasurement of local velocity 

variation. Men each vortex is accorrpanied by a mirror imge the resolving 

power is even less, since the flow induced at a distance is effectively 

that due to rows of vortex doublets, where induced speed f alls of f with the 

sqn-iare of distance. Each part of the boundary layer is affected by its 

neighbouring parts upstream and downstream, but there is little direct 

effect any further upstream or downstream. The boundary layer or wake far 

downstream of the surface can be crudely represented by just a few vortices 

without much effect on the part of the layer in which we are interested. 

As described in Chapter 2, the vortices have been given a core of radius 

1/200, and the improved Euler method of time narching has been used. 

3.2(d) Annihilation 

vortices can be removed by two mechanisms. They rray drif t below the 

surface, or they may encounter vorticity of opposite rotation. Vortices 

%hich drif t below the surface are just removed and forgotten. This my 
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leave a deficiency of vorticity in the flow. The vortex creation technique 

described above will put the appropriate aimunt of vorticity back in the 

flow, at a distance above the surface of 

�J4 
dt/3 

%hich represents an estizate, based on variance, of ubere the annihilated 

vortex cam from before it crossed the surface. In a decelerating boundary 

layer, vortices should be rroving back to the surface to be destroyed. It is 

wtien this process breaks down,, as we shall se , that flow separation 

occurs. 

A practical upper lin-Lit to the nun-Lber of vortices is 500,, and computing 

tim is proportional to the square of the number of vortices. With 100 

vortices being added at every time step,, the carputer program would not run 

for long unless vortices in the flow are recombined. A search is made for 

pairs of nearby vortices. M-k--n such a pair is found,, some logic is 

Performed, which is sunmarised in Table 3.2. If the two vortices are of 

opposite signt they are always recombined, and placed at a position (x, y) 

29 

recomended by Deffenbaugh and Marshall as 
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1 Y21 

I Yll + Y. 2 
lyl 

2 

ly'l 

+ lyl 
(3.5) 

This 'is not the centre of vorticity when the two vortices are of opposite 

rotation, but it still represents the best place to put the new vortex. It 

is justified heuristically that when clouds of vortices diffuse into each 

other, equation (3.5) is true on average. 

This recombination algorithm resembles negative viscosity. There is no 

negative viscosity apparent in the corrputer simulations to be presented, 

and the very idea imy be dismissed as absurd, since it irrplies that, by 

analogy, one could take a blurred photograph and unblur it by som form of 

image processing despite the absolute loss of information in the process of 

blurring. This is a good exanple of the Entropy Principle: a copy of an 

out-of -focus photograph cannot be any less out-of -focus. and atterrpts to 

renedy this by any method whatsoever will fail. It would nevertheless be 

preferrable to avoid explicit argunrents against negative viscosity 

altogether, since a virtue of the I random vortex I theory is its implicit 
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inclusion of the Entropy Principle. If a vortex-in-cell ffethod is ever 

adoPtedr it would be worth thinking carefully about this point. 

BY this reccmbination, vorticity can also be annihilated. In the 

decelerating boundary layer, both types of annihilation are likely to be 

working at the same time. 

3.3 THE IAKENAR BOUNDARY IAYER 

An obvious f irst test of the coqmter program is to atteopt to 

reconstruct the Blasius profile. This has been done by Chorin, 12previously, 

and is repeated here both for the sake of confirmation, and to derive the 

shear stress distribution. Another good test is the 'stagnation point' flow 

at the front of a body, given by U--kx, where the boundary layer thickness 

is known to be oonstant. One other similarity prof ile to be attempt is the 

'critical deceleration' profile where the flow is just about to separate. 

Many other similarity profiles could be atteupted, but these three are the 

three definitive cases. 

3.3(a) The Blasius Profile 

nle program is executed with constant external velocity. It is necessary 

to wait for some time before a steady state is reached to the approximtion 
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Permitted by the rrethod. Now we have a distribution of point vortices 

(figure [3.51) from which a velocity profile rrust be obtained. it will be 

assuned for the momnt that the boundary layer thickness grows in 

proportion to the square root of distance down the plate, this being the 

standard result for the Blasius profile. If a vortex has co-ordinates 

then its position rray be normalised to 

y 

Fx 
for sanpling (f igure [ 3.6 1) - Sarrpling was restricted to the region from 

x---0.4 to x--0.8. This is to exclude the initial region x<0.4, where there 

are too few vortices in the boundary layer, and a great amount of 'noise' 

cc)uld be expected. The region near the end, x>0.8, is also excluded since 

it is influenced by the wake, %here the boundary layer is not the same. 

Given a nunber of vortices in one vertical line, it is known that the 

flow velocity increases from zero to one (in some appropriate system of 

absolute units) and so the total strength of all the vorticity nust be 

emal to one. The strength of each vortex is scaled to ensure this. Thus 
U- 

both position and vortex stength are normalised. The velocity distribution 

is given bY 
y 

u (Y) 

1ý 

(I dý (3.6) 

0 
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rr+%, n, 11= actual nethod. of obtaining velocity distribution is shown in figure 

Between any two successive vortices a midpoint is selected, so 

between any two successive midpoints there is just one vortex, which need 

not be halfway between the rddpoints. The velocity increment fran one 

midpoint to the next is equal to the normlised strength of this vortex,, so 

that a velocity prof ile can be derived. In f igure [ 3.7 1, for ten successive 

time steps selected at random, the velocity profiles are shown. They do 

indeed correspond to the Blasius profile within the expected error of the 

irethod. 

Fran the velocity profile it is possible to obtain values for 

disDIacenent thidmess coefficient 

CO 

u 

d dy 

In 

u 
-Re 

0 

nxxnentuin thidmess cDef f icient 

Oo 
uu 

-1-- dy 

uUj 
-Re 

0 

and energy thickness cmef f icient 

co 

uu 

-1-- dy 
u 

-Re 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 
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. &-%j. L uumparlson with the known results for the Blasius prof ile. Figure [ 3.81 

shows the dependency upon tire of these quantities as calculated frorn x--0.4 

to X--0.8. There is an initial growth period which lasts up to three units 

of time (the unit of time is the transit time of the mainstream flow along 

the plate). Due to the random vortex irethod, there is considerable 

fluctuation in the result, but the average values of d=1.87+0.29,, 

E)=0.69+0.09 and C=1.02+0.21 agree with known results (d = 1.72,0 = 

0.664, E: = 1.046) within the accuracy that can be expected from this 

metliod. 

The distribution of shear stress along the plate can also be calculated. 

The shear stress is given by 

(11 

dy 
(3.10) 

At the surface, the shear stress is exactly equal to viscosity multiplied 

by the vorticity just outside the surface. The problem becomes one of 

: determining the density of the vortices near the surface. One way is just 

to count how nany vortices lie within a certain distance of the plate. This 

distance would need to be significantly less than the boundary layer 

thickness, and it is not obvious how to ensure this near the leading edge. 

An alternative rrethod is to integrate equation (3.10), incidently remving 
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the initial singularity in Tw, to give 

I 

Tw dx = IV 

I 

Lk) dx (3.11) 

Fbr the Blasius profile, this integral happens to be equal to the momentum 

3?. 
thickness, since by the mmentum integral equation (Schlichting 

dO T 
-- 
dx 

0 dU 

(H + 2) - 
U dx 

(3.12) 

where, in absolute units 

(DU2 1 

and 
dU 

0 
dx 

so it can at the swre tirre be shown how the morrentum thidmess grows along 

the plate. The vortex density can now be sampled by watching the quantity 

of vorticity which crosses the plate in one time step (as in figure [3.41). 

This is equal to 

00 

(0) dy 

0 
00 

d Lo 

y dy 
dy 
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00 

y 

4ýV dt 

dt/TT 

y 

exp - dy 

4 -V dt 

We observe the quantity of vorticity which actually crosses the surface, 

fran whidi 

-n 

actual 

Fdý 
(3.13) 

Since the boundary layer should be in equilibrium, the same amunt of 

vorticity should be created on the surface to be put back into the flow, 

except at the singularity at the leading edge. There are thus two currents 

of vorticity in opposite directions, and a mean current is obtained as the 

average of these. This is then integrated along the X-axis in a mumer 

analogous to the derivation of the Blasius profile to give the shear stress 

distribution. Note that equation (3.13) represents a new type of 

differentiation in the limit as 

dt 0 and fl 0, 
actual 

The distributions are shown in figure [3.91. There is considerable 

fluctuation in these distributions, wtiich is to be expected since fewer 

vortices are being sarrpled than in the derivation of the velocity profile. 



Twenty successive distributions have been shown, with the theoretical 

distribution for comparison. In figure [3.101 these twenty distributions 

have been averaged. The average distribution is in fair agreenent with 

theory r and justif ies the assurrption made in deriving the velocity prof ile 

that the boundary layer grows parabolically. 

3.3(b) The Stagnation Point Profile 

A stagnation point flow is given by the external velocity distribution 

U--kx 

(so of course U>O when x>O, and U<O when x<O) 

This type of f low is present in the local region around the forward 

stagnation point of any body in a flow. Viscous diffusion tends to thicken 

up a boundary layer,, while acceleration of the f low tends to make it 

thinner. For U=kx thes two tendencies balance each other, so that the 

bc)undary layer is of constant thickness. There is a known solution for this 

flow which is the solution to the full Navier-Stokes equation. 

In the computer simulation a plate was lain along the x-axis from x---O. 5 

to x--O. 5. The program was run from the initial condition (f igure [ 3.1-11 ) 

until the steady state was reached (figure [3.121). The position of each 

vortex need not be normalised for sanpling, since the boundary layer 



thickness appears to be constant. The strength of each vortex is normalised 

as Ylx,, and then normalised again to give unit external f low. The velocity 

prof ile and boundary 1ayer thickness are derived as for the Blasius 

profile. The velc>city profiles are shown in figure [3.131. The agreerrent 

with theory is not so gcx: )d as in the case of the Blasius profile. The 

various boundary layer thicknesses are overpredicted by about 40% (the 

conputer program has been carefully checked, but no error, such as a factor 

of the square root of two , has been detected). The shear stress 

distributions are shown in figure [3.141, for which the agreenent with 

theory is better. It is strange that the boundary layer is significantly 

too thick, but the shear stress is not too law. 

3.3(c) The Critically Decelerating Boundary Layer 

The external velocity distribution in this case is given by 

-0.0904 
kx 

The singularity at the leading edge is not a problem since with the plate 

divided into one hundred elements, the first value of x at the midpoint of 

the f irst element is 1/200, and U takes an acceptable value. The boundary 

layer growth is shown in figure [3.151, and the steady state in figure 
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Velocity profiles are shown in figure [3.171. These profiles are 

expected to be re-entrant. In fact,, they are imlistinguishable frcm the 

Blasius profile. The shear stress distributions (figure [3.181) have an 

initial singularity which could not be predicted theoretically. Thereafterr 

they should be f lat, since T =0 with I critical deceleration There is in 
w 

fact a progressive increase in most cases. 

On the whole, the results obtained for critical deceleration look the 

saue as the Blasius profile. The computer program has been good at 

simulating the Blasius profile, only nicderate at simulating the stagnation 

point profile, and poor at simulating the critical deceleration profile. 

This is in increasing order of sensitivity to the interaction between 

diffusion and convection, so the inplication is that the latter boundary 

layers are not being simulated in enough detail. It is still instructive to 

attempt these different cases to assess the limitations of the method, 

%hich can be overcome by using more vortices and a shorter time step. This 

is beyond the capacity of the e-y-isting generation of coqmters. The vortex- 

in-oell Irethod of Christiansen 11 cx)uld also be used. The ability of 

Christiansen's rrethod to use scme lOrOOO vortices would reduce the error 

cLe to their randoln motion to about 1%,, so this is a direction for future 

work. The present nethod can still be used in the next chapter to look at 
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the mechanism of flow separation, since it is only the trend which is 

sought,, and not accurate nunerical results. 

3.4 THE TURBULENT BouNDARY LAYER 

Since the random vortex n-ethod is a simulation of the Navier-Stokes 

equationo, it should be able to represent turbulence. Real turbulence is 

three-dimensional, while the method given here is two-dimensional, but it 

is still worth running the oonputer program to see how turbulence could 

clevelop. At high Reynolds numberst the turbulent boundary layer has a 

detailed fine structure and not enough point vortices could be used for a 

practical simulation on existing conputers. Nevertheless,, the coarse 

structure of turbulence, or the lower end of its frequency spectrum, can 

still be shawn. 

A amstant velocity turbulent boundary layer is shown in figure [3.191. 

Over the first 40% of the plate,, the kinematic viscosity V has the value 

0.002, and after this it has the value 0.00002. This is a contrived way of 

obtaining turbulence, but for the random vortex mcdel, the initial laminar 

1ý,, dary layer is extremly long and impossible to simulate all the way to 
boun 

the instabilitY- 

In chapter 2, turbulence was attributed to the Kelvin-Helnholtz 
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instability represented by the 'snapping' of a vortex sheet. The boundary 

lav 
., er nay be viewed as a stack of vortex sheets which are all liable to 

snap anywhere (f igure [ 3.20 1). Due to molecular motion of the f luid or to 

surface roughness, snaps are initiated at random. Vorticity collects into 

clusters, which are themselves vulnerable to further random snaps,, so that 

sometimes these clusters break up again, and sometimes they arralgarrate into 

clusters as large as the boundary layer itself. 

Vorticity can be seen in clusters in simulations of the laminar boundary 

laver as well (figure [3.51). Anything with a random ccuponent will appear .4- 

to be clustered at some time, but in the case of the laminar layer, these 

clusters will be dispersed by viscosity within a few time steps. In the 

turbulent layer, the clusters persist over many time steps. This can be 

seen in figure [3.191. 

This brief look at a turbulent boundary layer concludes our interest in 

the subject of boundary layers as such. With the aim of simulating the f low 

around bluf f bodies,, it is necessary to do a close examination of the 

bc)undary layer to deduce a mechanism for flow separation, so it is 

inevitable that a boundary 
-layer coqmter program nmt be written and 

tested. Now we can return to our real interest - flow separation. 
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TABLE 3.1 THE BOUNDARY LAYER CC)MPUIIER PROGRAM 

(1) Evaluate the flow velocity (U,,, O) at the aerofoil surface at 100 

equally spaced points. 

(2) Create 100 new vortices with strengths 

/100 

Place them at a height 

dt 

3 

above the surface. 

(3) Give every vortex a rand(xn displacement to represent diffusion. 

(4) Compute the convection of each vortex by the IWroved Euler Method. 

(5) Ccmbine nearby vortices by rules given in Table 3.2. 

(6) Remove any vortices below the surface. 

(7) sample the vorticity distribution as desired. 

(8) Go back to step (1) for another tim-step. 
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TABLE 3.2 THE VORTEX ODMBINATION RULES 

Measure the distance from every vortex to every other vortex - Upon finding 

twD vOrtices riecirer together than scm iiinit: 

(1) Let the vortices be denoted by 1 and 2. 

Put 

1=i 
0 

If y is less than a specified limit 

then (a) Replace the two vortices by a single vortex of strength 

and position 

IYI +x lyl" y lyl +y ly I 

lyll + lyl 

otherwise (b) Replace the two old vortices by two new vortices of 

strength y /2. Place these vortices so that the nean 

and variance of the vortex distribution are conserved. 

(2) Tag any new vortices just created so that they cannot be combined 

again on the sarre tirre step. 
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Figure 3.1 The Boundary Layer Computer Program 
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CHAPTER 4. THE MECHANISM OF FIDW SEPARATION 

This topic deserves a short chapter to itself since it is a central part 

of this Thesis. The wish to simulate the flow around bluff bodies means 

that, although there may be little interest in the subject of boundary 

lavers for its own sake, a knowledge of the rrechanism of flow separation is ýA -- 

essential to determine the most suitable model for flow separation in the 

bluff bOdY cOIrPuter Prograrn. The custonary explanation of flow separation 

in terms of fluid in the boundary layer being unable to negotiate an 

unfavourable pressure gradient in its 'tired' state does not provide nuch 

guidance, since it is not quite obvious with this explanation that there 

should be any backf law or recirculation of the f luid. This chapter aims to 

show that a clearer explanation may be given in terms of the vortex 

dynamics. 

The boundary layer computer program has been executed with a strongly 

decelerating external velocity profile. The development of the vortex 

dynamics is described in section 4.1. From this development, it is possible 

to interpret the well-known Thwaites' paramter. Section 4.2 presents this 

interpretation. 
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4.1 THE DECELERATING BOUNDARY IAYER 

In figure [4.11, the boundary layer is shown with a strongly 

decelerating external velocity. Over the first half of the plate, the 

external velocity is constant and equal to unity (in absolute units) . Over 

the second half of the plate, the velocity drops linearly to a value of 

0.3, and renains at this value downstream. As the boundary layer grows ,a 

region of backflow appears, whidi is apparent in figure [4.2] by the 

counter-clockwise vorticity in the flow. 

Suppose the deceleration was such that the flow %; ould just separate. 

Over the latter half of the surface, vorticity should be diffusing from the 

flow back towards the surface. Diffusion is the only iTechanism which can 

remve vorticity from the f low, and it is inadequate when there is a strong 

deceleration and a great an-ount of vorticity has to be removed quickly. 

Then some excess vorticity remains in the f law. New vorticity coming from 

upstream, under the influence of this excess vorticity,, will be convected 

outwards (figure [4.31). The new vorticity is then even less able to be 

removed from the flaw, since it is further from the surface. Another wave 

of vorticity coming from upstream will be convected outwards even further 

by this accLumlation of vorticity. The boundary layer has now lost its 

., 
ility t. 0 be self --governing, and so it explodes until its thickness is 
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coaparable with the body dimensions. It is then of course no longer 

appropriate to talk of a boundary layer. This is the irechanism of flow 

separation in texms of vortex dynamics. 

The flow induced at the surf ace by the accunulation of excess vorticity 

is now in the upstream direction. This causes vorticity of cpposite 

rotation to dif fuse from the surface, and to establish a region of 

recirculating flow. Between the recirculating region and the region of 

forward flow there is a frontier at which vorticity of opposite rotation is 

mixing and being annihilated. Though it is not observed in this case, it is 

possible for the backf low to separate, and to contain within it a region of 

forward flow. It is conceivable that this very small forward flow region 

also separates, causing yet another region of backf low,, and so on (figure 

[4.41). Such separations may be terrred secondary separations, and they can 

32 
be observed in photographs of f law separation, as in Prandtl and Tiet3ens. 

For strong deceleration of the mainstream flow,, vorticity piles up dae 

to the kinen-atic effect of deceleration (figure [4.51), and then explodes 

outwards by convection, with diffusion being unable to prevent this 

happening. This behaviour, observed here in the boundary layer . will also 

ý, seen with the bluf f body conputer program. In fact, it will still occur AA- 

even when very few vortices are used to represent the boundary layer,, which 



shows that the phenomenology of the 'random vortex' rrethod is close to the 

physical flow. This means that in going to a bluff body flowo, there is no 

need for a vast number of vortices to simulate flow separation, although 

there would be such a need if it were desired to analyse the body's 

boundary layers. It is necessary to test, however, that an aerofoil still 

stalls at about the correct angle of attack. 

4.2 AN INTERPRETATION OF THWAITES' PARAMMR 

33 
Thwaites showed that for many boundary layers, there is a paraneter 

clu 

dx 

uhich ireasures the liability of a boundary layer to separate. When this 

pararreter exceeds a relatively sirall critical value (of about 0.082 in a 

laminar boundary layer),, the flow separates. An interpretation of Thwaites' 

paraneter will now be given. This is not a derivation, but an explanation 

of Ix)w the parameter represents the influences at work during flow 

separation. 

As the flow decelerates, vorticity piles up as a kinematic effect. This 

is represented through the term 
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clu 

dx 

ry-4- 

Me vorticity then induces itself to mve away from the surface. Now, each 

vortex has a mirror imge below the surface. Therefore, the velocity 

induced is that due to a vortex doublet, for which the induced f low is, in 

the coirrplex plane 

iy 
iv = 

2 TI z 

ay 

Tu 

xy 

4 4- 2- 
xyxy+2xa2 

M-ten x>>y and x>>a the vertical ccuponent of the flow, v, is proportional 

to the height , a,, of the vortex above the surface, or the separation of the 

vortex doublet. This is on average proportional to the boundary layer 

momentum thickness, 0 (figure [4.61). The velocity induced at some other 

point by the doublet is proportional to the height, y, of that, other point 

above the surface, which is also proportional to the morrentum thickness. 
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As the boundary layer convects itself,. then,, we would expect the induced 

vertical velocity to be proportional to the square of boundary layer 

thidmess. This is represented through the term 

2 

e 

Opposing separation is the action of viscosity, which tends to remove 

excess vorticity from the flow. In the Thwaites expression, this is 

just represented by V. Thus the r1bwaites I pararreter way be interpreted as 

vortex convection 

vortex removal 

vortex pileup 

and when this exceeds a critical value, then there will be flow separation. 

%b have now extracted everything useful from boundary layer theory, and 

are able to consider the separation of the flow from bluf f bodies, but 

first, it is necessary to have a rrethod of analysing the shape of a bluff 

body. This is provided by the Martensen Method. 
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CHAPTER 5. THE MARTENSEN METHOD 

A rrethod to calculate the f low around two-dinmsional bc>dies of 

arbitrary shape has been specified by Martensen' and developed further by 

Wilkinson. This chapter describes the application of the nethod to the 

calculation of unseparated f lows, and the next chapter will describe 

separated flaws. The unseparated flow around a body is the initial state of 

the flow around that body after it has been irrpulsively started from rest, 

before vorticity has had time to dif fuse away and perhaps to separate. Thus 

the unseparated f law calculation is the logical starting point for the 

separated flow calculation. 

Section 5.1 describes the Martensen rrethod, with comments on 

improvements or sirrplif ications made by the author. The intention has been 

to develop a suite of reliable program nr)dules frorn which a selection is 

nade for any particular flow separation problem. Section 5.2 gives 

theoretical mthods for plotting the streamlines around an unstalled 

aerofoil in a wind tunnel as a test of the method. Section 5.3 describes 

niparison of the theoretical predictions with experiment for aerofoil +-VU!! k -ca 

NACA 0012 in a wind tunnel. 
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5.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 

If we have a vortex sheet of strength y (dirrensions L/T), then the sPeed 

induced by this sheet on one side of it is Y/2, and on the other side it is 

-Y, 2. Other vortices may be added to the f low elsewhere until the speed on 

one side of the sheet is y, and on the other side the speed is zero. The 

vortex sheet may then be regarded as the boundary layer around a solid 

body. The vorticity in the layer is equal to the flow speed just outside 

the layer. 

Flor a closed contour, the speed just inside any point on the contour 

(figure [5.11) is given by 

-Y (i) +KU, j) y (j) ds W+ external inf luences (5.1) 

2 

For a uniform flow, the external influence is 

U. 1(i) 

wbere l(i) is a unit vector parallel to the surface. Equation (5.1), which 

is known as a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind, has a solution 

of the general form 

W L(i, j) U(j). ds(j) + Tm(i) (5.2) Y 
If- 

wbereT is an arbitrary constant. This constant nay be def ined as the total 



bound circulation on the contour, and this determines the function m(i). 

Th solve equation (5.1), a suite of conputer program has been written, 

which is shown in figure [5-21. The profile generation program generates a 

set of (x, y) ac)-ordinates to describe the contour. Different prograim my 

be used to generate aerofoils,, circles or polygons. In the case of an 

aerofoil, the pivotal points are generated by a formula of the form 

Cos 

-2nn 

which puts more pivotal points near the leading and trailing edges (f igure 

[5.31). For other bodies, something similar nay be used. For example, a 

polygon should have pivotal points packed near the vertices. In addition to 

the pivotal points, intermediary points are generated by the same formula. 

The value of As for a pivotal point is taken as the distance between the 

intenw-diary points on either side of it, and the value of 0 is the slope 

of the line joining these intermediate points. Care must be taken over the 

quadrant when 9 is def ined, and also over whether the contour is specified 

in clockwise or anti-clockwise order, or the coniputer program will confuse 

the inside with the outside of the oc)ntour, with bizarre results. 

In the case of a NACA aerofoil, there is a generating equation which 

cx: )uld be differentiated to give the value of 6. This was tested with the 



Martensen nethod, but for s(xne reason the results obtained when 0 was 

defined by differentiation gave an unrealistic behaviour at the trailing 

edge, while definition of E) by the slope between intermediate points gave 

sensible results. - This shows that the Martensen mthod is sensitive to the 

way in which it is programed. The np-thod chosen here works satisfactorily 

in the sense that it converges quickly with an increasing nunber of pivotal 

points. 

The iTatrix operator program contains the core of the Martensen Method. 

Equation (5.1) nay be written in a discrete element form suitable for 

nurrerical computation 

Yi 
U-. 1 -+Ky 

Asj (5.3) 
2 A, 

where the vorticity (or velocity) will be evaluated at n pivotal points. 

The vector 1. has conponents 
"'t 

(cos 9i sin Ri ) 

and for an isolated object, the coupling or influence coefficient is 

(yj - yj ) cx: )s at+ (xj -xi) sin 

(5.4) 

TT (yi - yi )) 
t. i 



It is interesting to note that a circle has the property that K-. is a 
14 

constant between any two points (this is related to the classical ge(xmtric 

Property that the angle subtended, by a chord at any other point on the 

circle is a constant, the chord in this case being inf initesimal) - This 

leads to a quick analytical solution of the Martensen Method, and indicates 

that the circle is the best type of contour for the irethod - Since anY 

cx: )ntour is locally the swre as a circle, the influence of a pivotal point 

on adjacent pivotal points is almst the swre as the influence of the 

pivotal point on itself due to local radius of curvature. This assists us 

in constructing a picture of the rratrix which is being formed (figure 

[5.41) . 

For an object which is cascaded, or repeated at intervals of t along the 

y-axis, the coupling coefficient may be derived from a conformal 

transformation in the complex plane, and written in the form 

S(Y) C(Y) Cos ai + sh W di W sin 0 

jj = (5.5) 

22 

2 TT ((sh(x)) + (S(Y)) 

where 

x= X1 -X y=yi-yj 

t Tf Y 

sin 
TT t 

TT Y 

c (Y) Cos 
t 



j-f x 
sh (x) =- sinh 

rý 

1-T x 

ch (x) = cosh (5.6) 

As t becomes large, equation (5.5) becomes equation (5.4). To guarantee 

that this happens numerically, the functions (5.6) are best canputed frorn 

their expansions. For exanple 

x3 xs T-T 
6x7 

sh (x) x+--+-- 
46 

t3! t5! t7! 

A point vortex placed upon any contour should induce a total circulation 

around that contour equal to half the strength of the vortex (except for 

the special case where the vortex is placed at a vertex of the oc)ntour) . So 

for the coupling coef f icients, it should be the case that 

KLjst 1/2 (5.7) 

i 

The largest coupling coefficient other than KLL is obtained from 

equation (5.7) instead of (5.4) or (5.5) in order to ensure that the 

condition (5.7) is always observed. For a single aerofoil, the largest 

cx)efficient is usually on the trailing diagonal as shown in figure 

This correction is due to Wilkinson". 3 

The circulation is introduced by I throwing away' any equation of the 



system (5.3) (pref erably the last equation) and replacing it by 

T 

=Z yj A. j 

It is sensible to redefine K.. 
%J 

K. Ls 
L.. j j 

K 

n, j 
=Asj 

and if 

V. = U.. 1. 
p... 

'. 

V%"= r 
then 

uben i. j j and iýn 

when i=j and i: f n 

iAhen i*n 

wben i--n 

(5.8) 

K yj Vt (5.9) 

The mtrix K is shown as a picture in figure [5.41. It is acceptable 

to throw away an equation because, given the first (n-1) equations, no new 

information is conveyed by the nth equation, and so we must find another 

source of information to make up n equations. This will be either a Kutta 

condition or a circulation condition. 

A coWuter can invert this matrix to give another matrix L. This 

as 

inversion is actually quite sirrple since K is aI good' rratrix with a 



doudnant leading diagonal, except for the last raw if that is where 

equation (5.8) has been placed, but then the matrix is still well-behaved 

providing that it is only the last row which does not have the largest term 

on the leading diagonal. A simple method has been used for the matrix 

inversion, but there is no deterioration in the quality of the computer 

programung as stressed in Chapter 1. 

Then 

Y3 LV (5.10) 

is analogous to equation (5.2). The matrix L is the 1cperator matrix' from 

which the program takes its name. This ipatrix acts upon the velocity 

distribution around the contour with the body absent to give the velocity 

distribution with the body present. 

Once the operator matrix has been computed, it is stored on iragnetic 

disc within the conputer, and effectively we are finished with the 

Martensen method. This matrix contains all the informatiorl about the body 

which is needed to corrpute its behaviour in a variety of flows, and flow 

separation is not the only carputer project which could be undertaken using 

the operator matrix. For unseparated flows, the next program, %hich applies 

the Kutta-ioukowksi condition, yields results on the surface velocity and 



pressure distribution around an aerofoil which may be ccepared with 

experiment, and possibly with the theoretical predictions of other workers. 

Me Kutta condition program first obtains three solutions by using the 

natrix operator just calculated. These are 

Unit uniform flow along the X-axis,, with no net bound vorticity. 

(ii) Unit unifonn f low along the Y-axis,, with no net bound vorticity. 

(iii) No flow, with unit bound vorticity. 

Any other uniform flow can be synthesised by a linear combination of 

solutions (i), (ii) and (iii). For any one flow angle, there is a unique 

corrbination with solution (111) uhich, for an aerofoil, gives a stagnation 

point at the trailing edge (the Kutta---, Joukowksi condition) . This reduces 

the above three solutions to two of practical interest 

Unit flow along the X-axis, with Kutta oondition. 

(ii) Unit flow along the Y-axis, with Kutta condition. 

program conputes these solutions, and puts them onto a nagnetic disc 

for the streamline tracer program, or for various prograrro which the user 

, nay write to give pressure distributions at different angles of attack. 



Because there are really just two Solutions of interest,, it follows that 

the characteristics of an aerofoil or cascade rray be represented by just 

two constants obtainable froin the Martensen method. This pair of constants 

rray be expressed in a nunbeer of forms. The f irst form is the circulation 

for a flow along the Y-axis andT" for flow along the X-axis. For flow in a x 

direction N, the Kutta condition is iraintained if 

Fx 
cos 0( + Ty' sin o( , (5.11) 

where 
tan cY- (tan (X + tan CX )/2 

Tbe second form is illustrated by writing the lift coefficient as 

cL "': 2 TI K sin (0( - 0(o) (5.12) 

For a cascade,, K is termed the Weinig lattice coef f icient. For an isolated 

flat plate K=l, and for ordinary aerofoils, in theory K>l. The angle 0(0 is 

the angle of zero lif t or zero circulation. For a synmtric aerofoil this 

is just the angle of the camber line. For a cascade, o(o is the effective 

stagger angle, which my dif fer from the rxxTdnal stagger angle by a few 

degrees. It follows that 



F72- 

xy X+ 

72 /2 
(5.13) 

-1 

tan (T-x / T-Y (5.14) 

The third form exists for cascades as an inlet--outlet angle relation 

tan c< 2 
-'ý a tan Ck 

I+b (5.15) 

where 

a= 

2t 

2t-F,, 
y 

2r 

2t 

Thus knowledge of t and any one of the three pairs (F, F), 
y 

(a, b) gives a rule for predicting the behaviour of a cascade. 

5.2 SIREAMUENE TRACING 

(5.16) 

(K, o(o) and 

distribution of vorticity around the aerofoil rray be used to obtain . LLr-- 

the flow velocity at any point away from the aerofoil, with each vortex 



element on the contour inducing part of the velocity at that point. Far 

from the contour, it is inpossible, by a rreasuremnt of local velocity 

%bich has some small error, to resolve the contribution of each vortex 

element to the induced velocity. When an observer approaches close to the 

aerofoil, though, the individual vortices can induce very large or very 

small velocities in any direction depending upon the precise position of 

the observer. Thus, near the aerofoil, the streamlines would not be 

parallel to the surface of the aerofoil. This difficulty can be overcome by 

a mthod with the same idea as Wilkinson Is is correction (5.7) ý%hich will be 

described in detail because it is also essential to the f low separation 

program to ensure that nearby free vorticity does not induce absurdly large 

velocities on the surface. 

Regarding the aerofoil as an abstract contour,, a vortex placed at some 

distance wJ . Lll induce flow through the contour. The induced circulation 

around the contour,, and total induced f low through it , must both be zero - 

W-Yen the contour is replaced by discrete elements,, there is now an 

additional condition on the coupling coefficients (or 'coupling vector'). 

For the circulation 

MAs. = 0 (5.17) 

IAn 



and for the flux 

N, As, 

where 

x sin 

M= 

2 rc (x+ Y: 

yj sin x Cos 

N"= 

22 
rf 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

A search is made for the elewent on the contour nearest to the vortex. For 

all of the other coupling ccefficients, equation (5.19) is employed. The 

coupling coefficients of the nearest element are then obtained from 

equations (5.17) and (5.18). With this techniquer it is guaranteed that the 

vortex induces no circulation or flux around the contour. As the vortex 

approaches the contour, the velocity distribution induced on the contour 

always remins sensible. 

Now,, the coupling vector which describes the inf luence of a vortex at A 

on a point B is equal to minus the coupling vector of B on A (figure [5.51) 



(This is a variation on Newton's Third Law) Thus the coef f icients M- and i 

N %hich have been calculated and corrected going from af ictitious unit 

vortex to the contour my be used in reverse to calculate the influence of 

the contour on the exterior point (with a simple rotation of axes when 

necessary) . The corrected coupling coef f ients are obviously valid for a 

distant point. When the point is very close to the contour, calculating the 

velocity this way will actually ensure that the flow speed is almst the 

sane as the speed at the nearest point on the aerofoil obtained f rom the 

martensen n-ethod,, and the f low direction is parallel to the surf ace. It 

could be said that by this method,, point vortices have been made Itane, 

%ten they are normally 'wild' due to the infinite speed at their core. 

It is thus possible to determine the flow velocity (u, v) reliably at any 

point (x, y). In steady flow, a particle moving with this velocity follows a 

streamline, so that af ter a nuirerical time step dt,, the new position of the 

particle may be estinated as 

dt� y+v dt) 

This value is supplied to the inproved Euler method to give a revised and 

more accurate estimate. By repeating this process many times, the 

streamlines of the f low rray be constructed, which can be plotted by a 
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conputer graph plotter. Without the correction to the coupling coefficients 

de-scribed above, streamlines plotted near the body turn out to be zigzag 

lines. With the correction, smooth streamlines are obtained. The use of a 

reversible time stepping method ensures that having traced a streamline 

from A to B, wa- can trace it back to A exactly if we put 

dt dt 

new old 

and it is self-evident that this is a desirable property. The height of a 

streamline fran far upstream to far downstream is another example of a 

cx: )nserved quantity for which a reversible rrethod is wandatory. 

Men an aerofoil is placed in a wind tunnel (figure [5.61), it can be 

analysed as a cascade of aerofoils and mirror images. The Martensen method 

has been extended to deal with more than one body, as a later chapter will 

describe. A pair of aerofoils was repeated in a cascade, using equation 

(5.5) to obtain the coupling coefficients, and each aerofoil was given a 

Kutta condition. The streamlines must be traced under the influence of the 

body and of all its inages. For f low parallel to the tunnel walls, the 

streamlines at the notional position of the walls have been proved to be 

straight lines within the accuracy of the conputer (1 part in 10,000,000), 

which is a good test of the couputer program. The flow elsewhere is 

mz>dif ied by the effective presence of the walls, so with this arrangement, 



we can do ,a direct comparison with experirrent without ck)ubts about the 

influence of the wind tunnel walls. 

5.3 CDMPARIISON WITH EXPERIMENr 

The aerofoil NACA 0012 is shown in its wind tunnel in figure [5.71. The 

tunnel was of octagonal cross section, but the diagonal faces were 

suf f iciently small for us to assurm it to be rectangular and f or the two- 

dirrensional theory to be applicable. The width and height of the tunnel 

were both eighteen inches, and the aerofoil chord was six inches, giving a 

value t=6 (including the mirror irnage). The aerofoil spanned the tunnel. It 

could be rotated and clarT)ed at any angle, which means unfortunately that 

the Martensen irethod rrust be repeated f or every f low angle since the 

aerofoil-inirror-image geomtry was changing. For an isolated aerofoil, one 

application of the Martensen method produces an cperator natrix which 

rerrains the sarre at any flow angle, and one can then use the principle of 

superposition. For the aerofoil in the wind tunnel, the operator rratrix 

itself is a function of f low angle, and must be conputed each time a new 

flow angle is required. 

There was no way of presetting the zero angle of attack of the aerofoil, 

so it was necessary to repeat each test with the aerofoil at both positive 



and negative incidence. This was in fact desirable, because the pressure 

tappings on the aerofoil were placed alternately (figure [5.81) so that by 

including the opposite incidence, twice as much useful information on the 

pressure distribution around the aerofoil was obtained. By connecting 

alternate pressure tappings to successive tubes of a multi-tube manometer, 

a picture of the pressure distribution around the aerofoil was obtained, in 

which the lif t was roughly equal to the enclosed area - When the aerofoil 

was inverted, this picture should have appeared to be the sarre. This served 

to check the setting of the angle of attack. The zero angle of attack could 

then be determined by rotating the aerofoil until the pressure 

distributions on both sides of the aerofoil are visually rratched, a rrethod 

%hich was repeatable to within One tenth of a degree. 

There were pressure tappings on the tunnel walls, which were used to 

determine the flow speed at the working section. It was found that the 

readings from the wall tappings showed small fluctuations with time %hich 

would be tolerable enough in the reading from any one tapping on the 

aerofoil, but since the wall tapping measurements were relatively mre 

important, their fluctuations were damped by the insertion of capillary 

tubes and bottles into the tube to the manometer (whose electrical analogue 

is also shown in f igure [ 5.9 ]. This rermved the f luctuations, but made it 



necessary to be especially careful in testing for leaks, since the flow 

resistance in the tunnel --nanometer line was made large, and thus it was 

cDnparable to the f low resistance of potential leaks. The tunnel was then 

calibrated against a known National Physical Laboratory pitot tube placed 

in the working section. A check was also nade for the uniformity of f low 

across the tunnel in the working section, which turned out to be better 

than ±1%. Once the probe was removed, the aerofoil was placed in position 

and its pressure tappings were connected directly to the manomter. 

Figure [5.101 shows the pressure distribution measured at zero angle of 

attack, with the results of the Martensen rrethod for couparison. The 

aerofoil surface is shown unwrapped, since this method of display is the 

mc)st appropriate when dealing with bluf f bodies. The aerofoil used is 

synnetric about the chord line . but it can be seen from f igure [ 5.101 that 

there is an apparent asynuetry in the pressure distribution measured. Snall 

variations in the shape of the aerofoil near the leading edge can be 

expected to have this effect. 

Figures [5.111 and [5.121 show the pressure distributions at 5 and 10 

degrees angle of attack. Also shown are the theoretical predictions for the 

aerofoil with its system of mirror lmges, and f or the sinpler case of the 

aerofoil alone. It is obvious that the difference between the two theories 
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is much less than the difference between either theory and experiment, so 

with hindsight we hardly need to have bothered with the mirror images. It 

has been worthwhile f inding this out nevertheless, so we ipay eliminate the 

influence of the walls as a reason for any discrepancy between theory and 

experiment. It might be suspected that, looking at the suction surface 

results alone, there was an error in calibration, but such an error could 

not account for the results from the pressure surface, so it nay be taken 

as a genuine observation that the pressure distributions obtained 

correspond to a lif t wbich is less than the theoretical value. This has 

been observed before, and a possible reason will be given af ter the 

description of streamline tracing. 

The technique used to trace streamlines relied upon the detection by a 

thermocouple of the therrval wake downstream of an electrically heated wire 

(figure [5.131). Preliminary trials showed that a wake tenperature could be 

detected to a tenperature resolution of about 0.1K. The wake temperature 

used in the experiments was 1-2K, giving 10-20 levels of resolution by a 

digital voltffeter. The wake width was about 1/2 inch at the distance 

downstream examined. The tenperature in the wake was read every 1/20 inch,, 

giving a tenperature prof ile through the wake, of which a typical exanple 

is shown in figure [5.141. The distribution of teqD, --rature is obviously 
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Gaussian, so it is simple to make an unbiassed estimate of the centre of 

the uuke, and this estimate can be repeated to within 1/40 inch. The number 

of readings taken through the wake compensated for the low resolution of 

the digital voltmeter, and the shape of the temperature distribution makes 

it aimnable to statistical analysis. 

For the heater wire in four standard positions, wake traverses were 

perforued at a number of positions downstream. Then each temperature JL- - 

prof ile was analysed to give its mid position, which is assurred to be the 

trace of the streamline which coincides with the heater wire. Results at 

zero angle of attack show that the rrethod is working as expected (figure 

[5.151). Care nust be taken in finding the position of the thermocouple 

probe within the tunnel. In the stream of air the probe tends to bend 

dc)wnwind. Its position was determined by lowering it until it just touched 

the aerofoil (its reflection in the polished surface of the aerofoil 

helps). The distance of the probe from the trailing edge can be measured, 

and a straight line from the position on the tunnel wall to the position of 

contact with the aerofoil indicates the lean of the probe. The points 

plotted in figure [5.151 lie along this line. An error in the horizontal 

pcGition of the probe is not so serious as an error in the vertical 

position. Figure [5.151 gives an indication of overall positioning errors. 
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Results at both 5 and -5 degrees are shown in f igure [ 5.16 1, and at 10 

and -10 degrees in figure [5.171. Theoretical streamlines are shown for 

conparison. Tliough the general trend is the same, there is an obvious 

discrepancy between theory and experiiTent. The observed streamlines are 

less curved or deflected than the predicted streamlines. This discrepancy 

is presunably associated with smaller circulation on the aerofoil than 

would be expected theoretically. Thus the lift on the aerofoil is smaller, 

and this is corroborated by the discrepancy in the pressure distribution 

referred to above. As described by Goldstein3,4 these ef fects were also 

3 

observed by Tanner5and by Bryant and Williarrs3.6 It is implied that since the 

observed lift is smaller, the Kutta condition is not present on the 

aerofoil. 

Me theoretical model is inviscid, so the discrepancy could be 

attributed to the effect of the boundary layer. However, at this Reynolds 

number (200,000), the boundary layer will be so thin that it is difficult 

to believe that it could have any direct ef fect upon the lift. Instead, 

there nay be an indirect effect, where the boundary layers may affect the 

Kutta condition so as to 'w-aken' it. When an aerofoil is started from 

rest, there is no initial circulation. This means that the rear stagnation 

point does not correspond to the trailing edge (figure [5.181). A starting 
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vortex is shed, and af ter a long time the rear stagnation point has moved 

back to the trailing edge. This is of course a well-known piece of theory,, 

but it is of interest to quantify the actual nution of the stagnation point 

near the trailing edge. The Martensen method has been performed with 

aerofoil NACA 0012 at ten degrees angle of attack (without the mirror 

imges) . Instead of the Kutta condition cmputer program, another short 

program was used,, which applied a condition of known circulation (so 

repeatedly running this program wouldi, by trial and errorr yield the 

circulation giving the Kutta condition). With zero circulation, it was 

found that the rear stagnation point was at a distance of 1% of the chord 

frcm the trailing edge, wbich is much smaller than the way in which f igure 

[ 5.181 is usually drawn in textbooks - The position of the stagnation point 

for other values of circulation is shown in f igure [ 5.19 1. A quick estimate 

of boundary layer thickness for a laminar boundary layer is just 

1 

-Re 0.002 (Chord lengths) 

As an order of nagnitude, this is conparable to the mtion of the trailing 

edge stagnation point, so it is credible that the boundary layer could 

af fect. the Kutta condition, and the observed reduction in lif t conpared to 
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the theoretical value can be understood. A mthod of predicting the 

interaction between boundary layer and trailing edge has yet to be 

developed. The conputer program described in the next chapter is a 

beginning, though it would need either a nuch bigger coqmter than any 

existing at the mmpant, or the application of a vortex-in-cell mthod 

(Christiansen) wbich can describe the aerofoil boundary layers in greater 
11 

detail. 
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Figure 5.1 The Martensen Method 
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CHAPTER 6. THE BLUFF BODY COMPUTER PROGRAM 

Rie themes of the boundary layer program and the Martensen Method will 

naw be brought together to produce a conputer program %hich can simulate 

f low separation from bluff bc)dies of arbitrary shape. When a body is 

instantaneously or impulsively started f ran rest, all the vorticity is on 

the surface of the body, and without the action of viscosity, that is where 

it would stay. However,, the dif fusion of vorticity to just a small distance 

away from the body introduces radical changes in the f low,, so that 

vorticity my escape from the body by f low separation, and leave a residue 

of opposite vorticity near the body. In the case of an aerofoil, this 

residual vorticity produces the desired lift force. 

The vorticity initially present on the body can be corqmted by the 

Martensen Method. The condition that there is no net circulation on the 

body is irrposed, since if there is not zero total vorticity in any f low, 

then that flow would have infinite angular mxnentum! Before anything 

happens to this vorticity,, there is no lif t on the body, and the drag is 

zero or infinite depending upon whatever paradox one wishes to invent. The 

vorticity dif f uses away from the body . wbich can of course be simulated by 

the random vortex inathod. At the trailing edge of an aerofoil, there would 

be af low separation by the mchanism described in Chapter 4. If the angle 
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of attack is too high, there could also be a separation from the leading 

edge, in which case the aerofoil is said to be stalled. These phenonena can 

be simulated by the computer program described in this chapter. 

The computer program has undergone considerable development, and its 

past history is out-lined by Lewis and Porthouse 7. Earlier models of flow 

separation were found to be inadequate, and even if they were successful, 

they would have been open to the objection of arbitrariness in the 

mx1elling. The mcdel presented here makes som attempt to simulate the 

body's boundary layers without prejudging the course of events, so that it 

is left to the flow to establish itself. As the program has been developed, 

it has actually becom shorter and simpler, which in the author's 

experience is rare awng cx)rqputer program. Only the latest version of the 

program will be described. 

A general description of the program is given in Section 6.1. In Section 

6.2, the relation between vortex fluxes onto and off the contour and the 

pressure distribution is described in detail, since the obvious aim of this 

work is to predict lift and drag on bluff bodies. In a sense,, Section 6.2 

describes one half of the program. The other half, the free vortex 

dynamics, is mentioned briefly. in Section 6.3. 
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6.1 GENERAL DESCR IPT ION OF THE PROGRAM 

Suppose that the flaw has developed for -some time. There is now a 

cx)ntour and a cloud of free vorticity around it (figure [6.11). Perhaps by 

the randan n-otion of diffusion, som of the vorticity has crossed the 

contour, lying inside it in the nominally solid body. It is the task of the 

Part of the program which applies the Martensen Method to ensure that the 

surface speed on the contour is everywhere zero, which implies of course 

that there is no bound vorticity on the contour, and no free vorticity 

inside it. 

For the momnt, the contour is permitted to have some bound vorticity. 

All the vortices lying inside the contour are annihilated, but their 

strengths are added together and the bound vorticity of the contour is made 

em-lal to the sum. This will be seen to guarantee conservation of vorticity. .; L- 

The mtrix operator from the Martensen Method is applied to the f low around 

the contour induced by all vortices outside the contour (we have just dealt 

sumarily with vortices inside the contour). This gives the flow speed, up 
0 

at each pivotal point around the contour. If it should be found that there 

are places on the contour where the computed speed is not quite zero, then 

new vorticity mist be placed in the flaw (figure 16-21), just as in the 
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bOundarY layer program. The strength of the new vorticity is given by 

'1' = ULtS (6.1) 

The total strength of all newly created vorticity will naturally be equal 

to the bound vorticity of the contour, so that upon the creation of this 

new vorticity, the bound vorticity of the contour is lost back to the f low, 

and beomes equal to zero again. 

In ef fect,, a vortex which drifts inside the contour when it is 

inappropriate will vanish briefly into the bound circulation of the 

contour, but then it will be recreated by the application of the matrix 

cperator and I bounced' back into the f low. To a distant observer,, the 

response of the contour to a nearby vortex gives the sam flow as if the 

vortex had already been absorbed by the contour , with the appropriate 

diange to the bound circulation of the contour. The contour reacts to a 

nearby vortex as if there were a mirror image of the vortex with opposite 

rotation within the contour (figure [6.31) and this vortex doublet is 

relatively inperceptible to the observer. M-v--n a vortex is annihilated its 

image is also destroyed (echoing the boundary layer program),, but the bound 

circulation of the contour nmt be adjusted so the strength of the 

annihilated vortex is not forgotten. Hence the interaction of such vortices 

with the contour is a local phenomenon, no mtter how strong the vortices 
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might be, and the principle of conservation of vorticity is always 

observed. 

For the sake of consistency with the boundary layer program, the newly 

created vorticity is plam-d at a distance away frcm the contour equal to 

ý4 -Vdt/3 

uhich is a variance-conserving estirrate of the previous position of 

vorticity which is now inside the contour, and which has to be put back 

into the flow. 

Again on the therre of consistency, the circulation around the contour 

induced by an external vortex should be equal to zero (figure [6-41). For 

every vortex, the circulation around the contour induced by that vortex is 

calculated assuming for the moment that the vortex has positive unit 

strength. This gives the method of detecting vorticity inside the contour, 

since the circulation will then be more than one half. If it is less than 

one half , but not zero (it could also be negative), the vortex must be 

outside the contour, but suf f iciently close to a pivotal point to induce a 

potentially absurd velocity there. The influence of the vortex on the 

nearest pivotal point is corrected to irake the circulation equal to zero. 

This idea has been met already in the boundary layer program, and in the 
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streamline tracing program in a more CoMplicated form involving f luxes as 

well. It is the 'trade secret' of this work. 

Once the new vorticity has been created, all vorticity is free 

vorticity , and the f low develops over the remainder of the time step as a 

configuration of free vorticity, FAhere the contour might as well be absent. 

The presence of the contour is re-asserted on the next time step,, when more 

vorticity is exchanged with the flow to preserve the no-slip cc>ndition. The 

coriputer program thus falls into two logical halves (Table 6.1). The 

significance of the matrix operator half for the pressure distribution is 

described in the next section. Same reniarks on the vortex dynamics half are 

rrade in Section 6.3. 

6.2 VORTEX EXCHANGE AND THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 

The application of the Martensen Method matrix operator reconciles the 

distribution of vorticity in the flow with the presence of a solid body 

with a no-slip condition at its surface. Vorticity inside the contour is 

removed,, and new vorticity is put into the flow to make the flow speed at 

the surface equal to zero. The total strength of the newly created 

vorticity is equal to the total strength of the annihilated vorticity, by 

the principle of conservation of vorticity. This principle can be deduced 
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from the Navier-Stokes equation written in an appropriate form for 

inconpressible f low 

; Tj 

vv) x 
4%, at (6.2) 

or, as in Chapter 2, using the expected value of the vortex transport 

velocity 

vpo au 

E(U) x (Z 
0--f P- at 

(6.3) 

If this equation is integrated around any closed contour, we should return 

to the value of stagnation pressure that we started with. This closure of 

the pressure distribution is nornally stated in the form for an 

infinitesimal contour 

curl(grad(any scalar)) = 

It was shown in Chapter 2 that the stagnation pressure my be obtained frcm 

the distribution of the moving vorticity. It follows that in order to 

obtain the closure of the pressure distribution around a contour, 

>1 1O= 
0 (6.4) 

we rmist respect the principle of conservation of vorticity. This can be 
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seen by integrating equation (6.3) around a contour, giving a result wbich 

is st expressed in words 

I 
rate of change of 

circulation within 

mntour 

flux of vorticity 

across contour 
boundary 

(6.5) 

The closure of the pressure distribution has been historically difficult to 

ensure in the conputer program, and remins a problem in the work of 

14 
Stansby and Dixon. 

Since on the body there is no slip, the stagnation and static pressures 

are the same, and equation (6.3) reduces to the rule 

pressure gradient vortex flux 

along contour across contour 

(6.6) 

There is vorticity flowing across the contour in both directions. When 

vorticity is discovered inside the contour, the point at which it crossed 

the surf ace is assuned to be the pivotal point nearest to the vortex,, wbich 

can be found in the process of calculating the influence of the vortex on 

the contour. Initially, the pressure gradient is assuired to be zero. M-ken a 

vortex crosses into the contour, it causes a 'blip' to the pressure 

gradient at the nearest pivotal point (figure [6.51) Ahich decrements the 

pressure gradient as 

dt 
(6.7) 
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If the contour now has scme bound circulation, there is for the moment no 

closure of the pressure distribution. This will be rectified when new 

vorticity is created, incrermnting each value of the pressure gradient 

aaain 

Yý 
dt (6.8) 

Since the sum of the two generations of vorticity in equations (6.7) and 

(6.8) is the same, the closure of the pressure distribution is ensured. The 

conputer program has ben made to publish accounts showing that vorticity is 

indeed being conserved, that is 

yj (6-9) 

where it is assuimd that there is no initial circulation,. and that equation 

(6.4) is also true. Conditions (6.4) and (6.9) are now satisfied on every 

tim step within the accuracy of the coWuter. 

In the present case where there is zero flow speed on the contour, the 

stagnation and static pressures are equal. Equations (6.7) and (6.8) are 

13 
just another way of stating Iewis' equation (18) 

1 dp d 

ds dt 
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or the first ccxrpatibility condition of approxiwate methods in boundary 

-layer theory. 

Frorn the pressure distribution it is possible to obtain the lif t and 

form drag forces on the contour by integration 

C=-p cce 9 ds 

p sin 8 ds (6.10) 

where it is apparent that the pressure has been expressed in absolute 

units. The skin friction drag, though possible to obtain in theory by the 

rrethod applied to obtain the shear stress in the boundary layer in Chapter 

has been ignored since though it is small compared to the fom drag, it 

will be very 'noisy', and its value will not have any significance with 

such a crude representation of the boundary layer as that to be employed. 

It has been necessary to develop this approach to the calculation of 

pressure distribution since the Blasius theorem is obviously inadequate. 

Consider a single moving vortex outside the contour. It is known that the 

stagnation pressure distribution of a mving vortex is a function of its 

velocity, and so the pressure on the contour should be a function of this 

velocity. The Blasius theorem does not contain this dependency, so it is 

restricted to stationary vortices. Besides this, the flow speed at the 
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surface is always zero in this computer program, so the pressure gradient 

at the surface arises not from the flow of fluid. along the surface, but 

fran the flow of vorticity across it. 

It will be seen in practice that the pressure distributions obtained are 

very noisy, because relatively few vortices cross the contour on any one 

thne step. However, since all the relations between pressure gradient and 

vortex flux are linear, it is permissible to integrate the vortex flux over 

nrc: my thm steps to obtain an average pressure distribution. Ccnputer 

programs have been written to do this, giving the user a choice of the 

nurrber of time steps in a batch, and a choice of output such as pressure 

distributions at any one tirre, or the time varying lif t and drag. 

6.3 THE MOVEMENT OF FREE VORTICITY 

After the creation of the new vorticity, there is in effect a cloud of 

free vorticity with an aerofoil-shaped 'hole' in it as in figure 

Vorticity near the boundary of the hole is travelling parallel to this 

boundary, so that for a short interval of time, the shape of the hole will 

be preserved - The progranuang necessary to describe the movement of free 

vorticity can thus be borrowed from the boundary layer program. one 

modification is that the method of displacing the vortex at random has been 
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changed to the sirrpler form of equation (2-22), so that the Central Limt 

Theorem is relied upon to give the correct distribution of vorticity after 

n-any displacements. 

There is no need to deal with the interaction betweem free vorticity and 

the contour,, since the contour effectively vanishes when new vorticity is 

nut into the flow. It is only on the next time step that the presence of K--- 

the body is re-asserted. The lack of interaction between contour and free 

(j, 13 

_i vorticity, whether the contour is represented by surface vorticity v so, 

i 4) 
0, Port-house and Lewisl or by mirror images (Chor n simplifies the program 

and shortens the conputing tim needed to simulate a given f low. It does 

restrict the present mthod to bodies in uniform translation. Rotating 

bodies would require som new theoretical work. 

Ihe flow far downstream of the body can be represented by fewer 

vortices,, due to resolution effects. The vortex combination algorithm from 

the boundary layer program has been included to do this, and it tolerates 

larger vortices at distances far away fran the contour. We are really mre 

interested in lift and drag due to the flow near the contour than in the 

wake downstreamr though the appearance of the wake is a visual check on the 

nethod. This led Lewis and Porthouse 7 to reject an earlier model of flow 

separation on the grounds that the appearance of the wake fram a stalling 
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aerofoil was unrealistic. 

A word should be said about the results to be expected from the program. 

For an unstalled aerofoil , we would expect to see the starting vortex 

separate from the trailing edge, and then travel far downstream. Since the 

total vorticity in the flow is zero,, vorticity of opposite rotation must be 

lef t behind in the vicinity of the aerofoil. This is often referred to as 

the 'bound vorticity' of the aerofoil, by analogy with the real bound 

vorticity of a rotating cylinder. From the present point of view this is a 

misnomer. There just happens to be vorticity in the boundary layers 

surrounding the aerofoil wbose ef fect on the lif t force is the sam as if 

there were bound vorticity on the aerofoil itself. Except for the 

instantaneous time when the Martensen Method is being applied, there is no 

bound vorticity on the aerofoil itSelf in the coniputer program. 

btst of the newly created vorticity is near the leading edge (f igure 

[6.71). When this vorticity travels towards the rear of the aerofoil, some 

of it should be re-absorbed by passing inside the contour and subsequent 

annihilation. The remaining vorticity leaves the body to form a viscous 

wake. At the trailing edge, the two strewns of vorticity on either side are 

of opposite rotation but equal magnitude. This is the Kutta--joukowski 

condition, which is this sense is also valid for bluf f bodies and aerof oils 
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without a sharp trailing edge I since the tin-e-averaged values of the two 

streams must be of the same inagnitude - 

Mv--n a conputer program has been written, it is normal to test it for 

convergence. In principle, the program described here would converge to the 

solution of the Navier-Stokes equation in the limit of an infinite number 

of pivotal points on the body, inf initesirral tirre step, and so on. The 

Martensen Method program has been separately tested for convergence, and is 

trustworthy, but the vortex dynamics program is well outside the limits of 

convergence, and no existing mrputer would be adequate to test it, except 

, --haps at very low Reynolds numbers. At higher Reynolds numbers, another r)px 

difficult question is how one would formulate a convergence criterion for 

two- or three-dimensional turbulent flow (remember that if one doubles the 

number of vortices to represent the f low in greater detail, there will then 

be a different sequence of random numbers, and thus a different outcow to 

the test,, so each run of the computer is unrepeatable) . For the moment, we 

must accept that 'the proof of the pudding is in the eating'. We will try 

the program and see how it predicts the performance of a stalling aerofoil. 
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TABLE 6.1 THE BLUFF BODY COMPUTER PROGRAM 

(1) Set the bound circulation of the contourT , equal to zero. 

Set the flow speed distribution on the contour,, Uý, equal to the 

local mrponent of the mainstream f low. Set the pressure gradient 

distribution-, 6p 
i. , 

equal to zero. 

(2) Take each free vortex and evaluate the induced velocity distribution 

around the contour due to that particular vortex. 

If this indicates that the vortex is inside the contour 

then (a) Forget the induced velocity distribution just obtained. 

(b) Add the strength of the vortex into the bound 

circulation of the contour 

F : =I, + 

(c) Decrement the pressure gradient at the point where 

the vortex crossed the contour 

Ap Ap y 
dt 

(d) Amihilate the vortex. 

otherwise (e) Add the contribution of that vortex into the flow speed 

distribution, Up on the contour. 
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(3) Since it is known already that 

UiAsj 0 
i 

the last value of U given is a redundant piece of information. 

Replace this with a circulation condition. Apply the n-atrix operator 

frcm the Martensen Method with the circulation equal to-F 

L(UýT") 

(4) Create a new vortex at each pivotal point on the contour with strength 

= ul AS yLi 

at a distance 

V4 --Vdtl3 

outside the contour. 

(5) Increment the pressure gradient at each pivotal point by 

Ap. := Ap. + U! LS 
dt 

calculate the pressure distribution, and hence the lift and drag on . A; L-L. 

the body. 
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(6) Forget about the contour. Forget the value of r. 

(7) Give every vortex a random displacement to represent diffusion. 

(8) Canpute the convection of each vortex by the Inproved Euler Method. 

(9) Ccrrbine nearby vortices by rules given in Table 3.2. 

(10) Do whatever sanpling is desired. 

(11) Go back to step (1) for another time step. 
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Contour before the Application of the 

Martensen Method 
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Figure 6.2 The Vorticity Distribution after the 
Martensen Method 
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Figure 6.4 A Correction to Ensure Sensible 
Velocities on the Contour 
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alAPTER 7. TESTING THE BLUFF BODY COMPUTER PROGRAM 

No bluf f bodies will be dealt with in this chapter. These are the 

aerofoil NACA 0012 at a range of angles of attack from zero to ninety 

An" 
,, --grees, and a circular cylinder. To the author's knowledge, this will be 

the first ever attenpt to reconstruct the complete behaviour of an 

aerofoil at all angles of attack. The project to simulate the aerofoil took 

some eight rronths to corrplete in terms of the author's limited access to 

nuinfrane computing facilities. After this project, it was decided to 

change to af ast microconputer, and the circular cylinder was simulated on 

this latter computer. One consequence of this is that still pictures of the 

flow are available for the aerofoil, but not for the cylinder. It is 

intended to connect the microcomputer to a video cassette recorder,, and 

thus produce one of the first direct computer film generation facilities. 

This adoption of a new technology will take tim - 

7.1 AEROFOIL NACA 0012 

It is convenient to begin by describing the experimental work - The same 

wind tunnel as in Chapter 5 was employed, and the pressure distribution 

measureaents were extended up to ninety degrees, so the description of the 

apparatus and the possible errors remains the same. M-Yen the aerofoil is at 



a high angle of attack,, it is causing a significant blockage in the wind 

tunnel. Regarding the aerofoil as af lat plate with a very sinple wake as 

in figure [7.11, it is evident that one can assum as a first approximation 

that the blockage is equal to half the drag coef f icient, giving 

apparent real 

(7.1) 

real 

This permits us to deduce the blockage ef fect frorn the observed drag 

coef ficient as the solution of a sirrple quadratic equation, 

c 
DD 

real apparent 

1+aC+1+2 a- C 
DD 

apparent ent 
d, d 

and thus to correct the results obtained by af actor 

cc 
DD 

real apparent 

(7.2) 

it will be seen that this correction works remarkably well for so simple an 

approach. 

11he pressure distribution obtained at discrete points rray be 

-)nsz 



interpolated, working in intrinsic co-ordinates around the aerofoil 

contour , to give the pressure at any point on the aerofoil. There were 

twenty three pressure tappings, giving forty six readings from which the 

pressure at five hundred points around the aerofoil was interpolated. The 

lift and drag coefficients could then be obtained by integration. This was 

done for 2.5 degree intervals at small angles of attack, at 1 degree 

intervals near the stall, and then at progressively larger intervals at 

higher angles of attack. The results obtained will be oompared below with 

39 
similar results from Critzos,, Heyson and Boswinkle. 

Ccmputer simulations of the aerofoil are shown in figures [7.21-[7.61 

for a range of angles of attack. The Reynolds nunb--r adopted was 100,000 

and the tim step was arbitrarily chosen to be one twentieth of the tim 

taken by the nean f low to travel one aerofoil chord length. The aerof oil 

was represented by fifty pivotal points. At 5 degrees (figure [7.21), we 

know that there will be no stall, but a starting vortex will be shed. The 

appearance of this starting vortex is indistinct in figure [7.21, but 

obvious as a transient at high angles of attack before the aerofoil stalls. 

The boundary layers in f igure [ 7.21 are about ten times too thick at a 

nominal Reynolds nunber of 100,000,, but this is only to be expected since 

too few vortices are being used to represent the boundary layer. 
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At 10 degrees (figure [7.31), it is seen that the aerofoil does not 

immediately stall, but that there is soucý kind of f low separation. One has 

the inpression that there is a laminar separation followed by a turbulent 

reattachment, but it cannot be claimed that the computer program is able to 

simulate the flow in such great detail. 

At 15 degrees (figure PAD, there is an obvious separation from near 

the leading edge, so in contrast to the 10 degrees case, this rray be 

regarded as true stalling. Despite the limited resolution, the medianism of 

flow separation, the piling up of vorticity described in Chapter 4, is 

still operating. This is where we can be pleased at having chosen a 

phenommological rrethod of simulation based upon vortex dynamics. Though 

the coqmter program is cperating well outside numrical convergence on any 

oc)nventional criterion (rather like simulating a satellite's orbit with a 

time step longer than the orbital period), it is still producing credible 

results. There is a leading edge separation producing strong clockwise 

vortices. These induce backf low on the aerofoil, and this backf low is also 

prone to separation. As the clockwise vortices pass the trailing edge, 

strong anti-clockwise vortices are shed there in response. The two stream 

of clockwise and anti-clockwise vorticity are on average of the saine 

Imgnitude, and for an aerofoil with a blunt trailing edge, no other neaning 
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but this can be attached to the Tutta cmdition I. 

The simulations at 30 degrees (figure [7.51) and 60 degrees (figure 

[7.61) show a fully stalled aerofoil with an irregular vortex street 

downstream. All of the stalled simulations look similar to a high-speed 

34 
cine f ilm fran which Goldstein shows a few frwres (Plate 9 of the Dover 

edition) 

It would be desirable to convert all these simulations into f ilms, but 

this is no easy natter. One feels that if conputers cannot produce f ilms of 

simulations of physical phenoirena , then tirre spent on them without an end 

product is just a waste of hwran energy. Unfortunately,, conputer facilities 

for film generation are rare. Af ilm has been made by the primitive irethod 

of repeatedly photographing the screen of a graphics terminal. This is an 

exhausting and expensive way to use a hurran being in the absence of 

medmisation, and so means of generating video f ilms by computer are under 

investigation. 

A iiass of infonnation on surface pressure distributions has also been 

obtained. One could hardly show all this raw data, so instead space- 

averaged results are shown with variation in time in figures [7.71 and 

[ 7.81 averaged in batches of ten time steps to reduce noise, and tim- 

averaged results with variations in space are shown in f igures 17-91 - 
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Also shown in these latter figures are the experimental results. 

The experinpantal results have not been corrected for blockage, but even if 

they were so corrected, the conclusions would be the saffe. There are 

differences between simulation and experiment in the scale of the results, 

but if we were permitted to'cheat'by a scale factor, the correspondence 

between simulation and experiment is very good for a fully stalled 

aerofoil. For an unstalled aerofoil,, it is seen that with the limited 

resolution of the simulation, it is dif f icult to reproduce the peak 

pressure distribution near the leading edge. 

Tim- and space- averaged results are shown in f igures [ 7.141-[ 7.17 1. 

Experimental results with and without blockage corrections are also shown . 

together with the results of Critzos,, Heyson and Boswinkle. There is no f low 

blockage correction necessary for the unstalled results. The simulation and 

the experiments were all performed at different Reynolds numbers, but this 

need not alter our judgement of the performance of the computer 

simulation. Estimated errors of the prediction by computer simulation, due 

to the limited curputing tirre available at each angle, are shown in each 

figure as a vertical line delindted by short horizontal bars. 

For the unstalled aerofoil, the simulation underpredicts the lift 

coefficient. Since the lift coefficient is sensitive to a small region near 
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the leading edge, and to the Kutta condition being fully established, the 

prediction may still be regarded as good f or af irst attempt. The stalling 

angle appears to be overpredicted F due to the low nunber of vortices used. 

The drag coef f icient obtained by integrating the experimntal results is 

apparently negative for the unstalled aerofoil, iTerely illustrating the 

error to be expected f rom using just twenty three pressure tappings. This 

error would be serious if our interest were confined to unstalled flow,, but 

in the present context it is negligible. The predicted drag coefficient 

('Joes not show any discontinuity at the stall, which is again a matter of 

too few vortices. 

For the stalled aerofoil, there is a maximum discrepancy of 40% in the 

predictions by simulation. The experimental tunnel blo&kage correction is 

seen to work well in terms of the resulting agreement with the results of 

Critzos , Heyson and Boswinkle. The general form of the characteristic has 

been adequately predicted by the amputer simulation. Not too much 

signif icance is claimed for its shape around the stalling angle, but the 

results obtained are encouraging. For the sake of cxxTpleteness, the total 

force on the aerofoil (figure [7.161) and the direction of this force 

(figure [7.171) are also shown. For a stalled aerofoil, the direction of 

this force is normal to the aerofoil chord to a first approximation. Thus 
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sinae the force direction may well be easy to predict by simulation, the 

nagnitude of - the. force in f igure 17-161 rmy be felt to be the rmst 

significant display of the results when an interest is taken in the 

nerfonnance of the conputer program,, 
. L7 -- though lift and drag are the force 

components of interest in considering the performance of the aerofoil as an 

exdianger of work. 

7.2 THE CIRCULAR CYLINDER 

A cylinder of 3.5 inches diameter was placed in the centre of the same 

18 inch wind tunnel. There is just one pressure tapping on the cylinder, 

but the cylinder may be rotated so the man pressure at any point nay be 

neasured. The cylinder also causes blockage of the tunnel, which was 

estimated in the swre way as the aerof oil Is blockage. Without the blockage 

correction, the measured drag coefficient was about 1.5 over the small 

range of Reynolds numbers taken (85,000 - 200,000), but with the correction 

it falls to 1.2, which is the value normally measured by other workers. 

Once again, a siirple blockage correction is doing well. This drag 

mefficient was obtained by integration of the pressure distribution, which 

is easy for a circular cylinder. The transverse force coefficient, or lift 

coefficient, should on average be zero. It was found to be within 0.04 of 
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zero, and this may be interpreted as the experimental error to be expected. 

Me new microcomputer was run at a range of Reynolds nunbers from 100 to 

1,000,000. The circular cylinder was represented by forty eight pivotal 

points,, and the time step was one twentieth of the tim taken for the rrean 

f law to travel the length of one cylinder diameter. As previously 

explainedr this corrputer has no conventional plotting facility,, but it is 

intended to make video f ilms instead. A display of the flow on a conputer 

terminal does indeed show that the initial separation is syrm-etric, but 

later an asynuetry develops leading to the expected vortex street. 

M-e lif t and drag forces were averaged in batches of ten tim steps to 

remove noise, and their variation is shown in figures [7.181-[7.221. There 

is clearly a characteristic oscillation in the lift coefficient. 

38 
Previously, Porthouse and Ik-vis had also found a small oscillation in drag 

force at twice the frequency in their computer simulation. This is not 

observed here, but it is just What one would expect to happen. 

Mis series of computer simulations was intended to f ind the Strouhal 

nurrber fD/U as a function of Reynolds nunber. However, there is not enough 

regularity in the frequency over the tirre taken in the simulations for us 

to say that the Strouhal nunber can be n-p-asured to a value any better than 

the usual 0.2. The simulations should be run for much longer, and a Fourier 
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analysis perforrred. if necessary#, but this is beyond the practical limit of 

the acoputer. There is also the probleM with Fourier analysis that there 

nay be a basic frequency present, but with a random phase shift due to 

various transients such as that in f igure [ 7.191 at time=14, and this will 

cause problems wbich will require plenty of coqmting tim for their 

resolution. Just the sam, it seems to be easy with this type of simulation 

to get the right Strouhal nuniber, so this no longer becomes such a 

significant quantity in testing the computer program. 

The time-averaged pressure distributions are shown in figures [7.231- 

[7.271. In figure [7.261 an experimental result is also given. At the lower 

Reynolds numbers, the pressure distributions all look much the same, save 

that there is normally an msysterratic asyrmtry due to the relatively 

short times of each simulation, even though over this time the f low has 

travelled thirty cylinder diameters,., At high Reynolds numbers, the pressure 

distribution is peculiarly f lat near the leading part of the cylinder. This 

is probably due to lack of resolution once again, and seems to support the 

idea that an upper limit to the Reynolds nunber at present is 10,000, wbich 

14 
Stansby and Dixon propose. The conparison with experiment in figure [7.261 

shows considerable discrepancy, though the trend is the same. This can only 

be attributed to the numerical method being executed with an insufficient 
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number of vortices. 

Thie yortex-in-cell rrethod. has already been suggested as a rernedy for 

this. It would be desirable to change to this n-ethod imediately, and 

repeat most of the ocaWter simulations given so far,, as well as to examine 

other shapes of bluf f body. Lewis and Porthouse37also show the vortex street 

behind a wedge with a sirrpler mc)del of f low separation. There has been no 

tim to repeat this simulation with the latest ncdel. 

Tbe-re are many other shapes of body to try, and the question is raised 

as to uhat, constitutes a good test of the cornputer program. It is 

conceivable that some particular shape gives very good agreement in 

surface pressure distribution, which is relatively quick to conf irm by 

experiment,, but that the flow far from the body is different. Measurements 

of the flow field of non-trivial quantity would be necessary to test for 

this, but the mass of data obtained rray be urmanageable. An alternative 

approach is to put several bodies in the f low,, to attempt to predict the 

flow around all of them, and to see if the non-linear interactions between 

the bodies produce effects which are observed in practice. 
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CHAPTER 8. FLOW SEPARATION FROM MULTIPLE BODIES 

It has been seen already that there is a shortage of couputing power to 

do the simulations of f low separation. so it would seem excessively 

ambitious to consider separation from several bodies when the computing 

tine is liable to increase as the square of the nunber of bodies. There is 

though one stall phenomenon which it is well worth trying to reproduce - 

Wben a compressor is taken to a high loading, it can do two things 

40 41 
(E=Dns,, Pearson and Grant; Huppert and Benser; Stenningl. There rmy be 

large irregular oscillations in the f low through the cmpressor, knawn as 

surge, and an oscillating force of much higher frequency rmy appear on the 

canpressor blades, indicating a type of stall which jumps from blade to 

blade which is known as rotating stall. Since surge is a function of the 

I capacitance I of the system, related to the corrpressibility of the f luid . 

it cannot be simulated by the present method. It is as well to renrmber, 

though, that changes in the axial flow through a compressor propagate at 

the speed of sound, but as the inlet angle to a cascade fluctuates, it 
I 

sheds vortex sheets to try to retain a Kutta condition, and these sheets 

travel at the speed of the fluid. 

There was considerable ef fort to understand rotating stall beginning 

with the 1950s, but this effort has met the basic problem of intractibility 



for any rethod but the one presented here. Even for the present mthod, 

there is an obvious difficulty that there are two very different length 

scales j, one the thidmds& of the boundary layer, and the other the distance 

between the blades. The simulation that will be perforrred is necessarily 

crude. It will be seen how natters turn out, but before this, scue general 

cc)nsiderations on multiple bodies will be presented. 

8.1 THE ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE BODIES 

It was remarked in Chapter 5 that the Martensen Method requires a 

supplementary condition. This is either a Kutta condition or a circulation 

oc)ndition. In the case of several bodies, each body will require its own 

supplementary condition. Each body coqld be given a Kutta condition before 

the Hatrix is inverted. Alternatively, each body could be given a 

circulation condition before the big matrix is inverted. After inversion, a 

Kutta condition could be introduced by solving a second small system of 

linear simultaneous equations which describe how each body can influence 

the Kutta condition on another body. This was the method used to test the 

con, puter program. 

The circulation around each body was also corrected in a nanner which 

must now seem familiar to the reader. The correction applied was adequate, 



but not the most sophisticated correction that could be applied. We could 

correct the coupling ccef f icients between bodies so that the f lux and 

circulation integrals around both contours were correct. This would be 

essential in the case of an aerofoil with af lap or slat, but it is wt 

necessary otherwise. 

Fbr several bodies, each with a Kutta condition, the total lif t should 

em3al the total circulation, and the total drag should be zero. A Martensen ; a- 

Method can be executed, and the pressure distribution around each body 

obtained, giving, by integration, the forces on each body. These may be 

sumed and the resulting comparison with the total force which should be 

obtained is a good check on the ccxTputer program. This has been tested for 

several geometries, and the results are satisfactory. Also, one can analyse 

a single aerofoil in cascade, and then two aerofoils at twice the pitch, 

and show that the results are the sarre. This also works properly. 

Men a cascade of aerofoils has an initial condition of no circulation, 

the flow outlet angle must be equal to the flow inlet angle (figure [8.11). 

Each aerofoil then sheds a starting vortex, and when the starting vortices 

have been convected sufficiently far downstream, resolution effects rrake 

them look like a continuous vortex sheet. Between the aerofoil and the 

sheet the flow is deflected. It is this deflected angle which is normally 



referred to as the outlet angle. 

Mv--n the cascade is not stalled, it is custonary to define yet another 

angle, the vector man angle, by 

tan a=0.5 (tan Cý + tan cý) mII (8.1) 

The cunponent of the blade force parallel to the direction of the vector 

nean angle dces not do any useful work on the flow, but merely increases 

its entropy, and for this reason it is referred to as the drag force. The 

other component of the blade force is exdianging work with the f low as 

Amcm 
desired, which may alternatively be interpreted in terms of the blade as a 

moving vortex as in Chapter 2. 

4ý 
Mv-m the cascade is stalled, a mean outlet f low angle may still be 

estimated in any given plane by counting the amount of vorticity upstream 

of this plane (figure [8.21). Then let the amount of v-orticity per blade 

pitch beT"/t. The outlet angle is given by 

tan tan 0( (8.2) 

tu 

axial 

This outlet angle is something uhich must be left to the computer 

sinulation to determine. only the inlet angle can be prescribed. 
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8.2 AN ATTEMPT M SIMULATE ROTATING STALL 

Ibe custanary explanation of rotating stall, as given by Iura and 

- 43 Ramie, is that a stalled blade represents a flow blockage which diverts 

the flow to either side of if. This decreases the angle of attack on the 

prejading blade (figure [8.31), causing any stall present there to be 

suppressed, and increases the angle of attack on the following blade, 

prcmoting a stall. The newly promted stall then diverts the f low in its 

turn, and so on. Many other explanations may be speculated upon. For 

example,, a stalled blade produces a vortex street, which can lock on to the 

vortex street produced by another blade. Each blade then experiences an 

oscillating force, but the phase shift between the blades gives the 

a. rrear ce of a rotating stall. It is possible that no.. two-clin-e-nsional flow an 

e--xWanation will suffice, or that there are several different regimes of 

rotating stall. Since there is so little a priori knowledge, one can only 

try out the conputer simulation and see. 

7hree blades is probably the rdnimum necessary to observe rotating 

sta]Ll,, even though real compressors have something like ten tims as many. 

For the cornputer simulation, these three blades have been cascaded in a 

pitch equal to three tirres the distance between blades. Thus this is like 

unwrapping a three-bladed rotor, where the f low around each blade is 

0% ., 



independent. Each blade was represented by thirty two pivotal points f and 

in one time step the asymptotic inlet flow travelled a distance of one 

tenth of a blade chord. 

Ibe- results for a high angle of attack will be shown f irst, even though 

rotating stall is normally observed as the first sign of stalling. At an 

angle of attack of 85 degrees (figure [8.41), the three aerofoils begin by 

doing the swne thing. Each sheds a trailing vortex, and then stalls at the 

leading edge. For a considerable time after this, the flow looks confused. 

Beginning at a time when the flow has travelled about twenty blade chords, 

a large vortex appears upstream of the blades (figure [8.51) and persists 

for as long as the simulation is continued (figure [8.61). The vortex 

loses vorticity through the blade passages, but is replenishea as it passes 

each blade, and will presurrably last forever. This is obviously a possible 

nechanism for 'deep' rotating stall. 

Reducing the angle of attack to 80 degrees (figure [8.71), a vortex of 

the sarre type my still be seen. This vortex does not last indefinitely. It 

was observed that the vortex occasionally vanished,, and then another vortex 

appeared at an unpredictable position, to disappear scine time later in its 

turn. The same mechanism is at work, but it may be a fault of the crudeness 

of the sirmilation that the vortex does not persist. 
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At 75 degrees angle of attack, there is no visual evidence of any type 

of rotating stall (figure [8.81), although there does appear to be scue 

flow separation'behind the blades. It is likely thatthis case corresponds 

to a single aerofoil at about 10 degrees angle of attack, so the blades are 

riot truly stalled. 

This range of f lows frorn 85 to 75 degrees seems, then, to bracket the 

range in which rotating stall is likely to occur. The mechanism of rotating 

stall, which is one positive conclusion to be drawn from this simulation, 

is that of the large vortex or soliton. The conclusion of engineering 

I 
interest to be drawn frcxn this is that it is worth the attenpt to place a 

splitter plate just upstream of the rotor in order to disrupt the vortex Jc-- 

wben it collides wilth- the plate. 

For other cascade geometries there may be other modes of rotating stall. 

A point to note is that as a blade stalls it sheds large vortices which may 

then interact directly with the next blade, as observed by Stenning and 

Kriebel! 4 The standard flow blockage explanation of rotating stall only 

looks at the wake as if it were the same as the tin-e-averaged wake of an 

isolated aerofoil, so if rotating stall is any kind of vortex phenomenon 

then the standard explanation is inadequate. Rotating stall is not likely 

to be affenable to any method but the vortex-based computer simulation given 
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here, because of its transient nature , its non-linearity, and the wide 

range of length scales. 
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Figure 8.1 The Establishment of the Flow through a Cascade 
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Figure 8.4 The Initial Development of the Stall of a 
Three-Blade Rotor 
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Figure 8.5 'Deep' Rotating Stall 
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Figure 8.6 'Deep' Rotating Stall some time later 
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Figure 8.8 The Unstalled Rotor 
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CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSION 

M-en the author began this work, computer simulation of vortex dynamics 

was hardly more than a curios-ity, The nature of vortices as singularities 

posed formidable problems for the curputer progrc-muer,, wbich are not solved 

just by adopting a vortex-in-cell method - Vortex methods have been 

developed here into a serious method for the large-scale prediction of 

fluid flows. All the theoretical problem have been solved for two- 

dimensional incoupressible f low. The remaining problem is that Of 

implementation and as Stansby and Dixon"propose, the best inplementation 

is of a vortex-in-cell rrethod, where with thousands of vortices the error 

due to randomness alone is much reduced, so that at least laminar flows can 

be well simulated. The vortex-in-cell rrethod is satisfactory in that it: 

(a) Does not introduce numrical viscosity. There rmy be some second-order 

effects equivalent to viscosity, but a pointlike vortex does remain 

pointlike indefinitely. 

(b) Does not introduce nysterious ef fects such as the 'diochotron I 

Christiansen' 11 
instability. At a first reading of --- s paper, the 

ijupression gained by the author was that this instability was an 

objection to the use of the method. A closer examination of the paper 



shows that this is not so. 

(c) Guarantees that the integral of flux and circulation around any clos& 

path is correct due to the use of potentials. Note that in evaluating 

the circulation, we are evaluating subtended angle. It would be a 

gross error to imply that we could evaluate TT ,a transcendental 

number, by a finite algebraic process such as the direct evaluation of 

coupling coefficients. The use of potentials in the solution of 

Poisson"s equation avoids this error. 

(d) Is relativistically invariant. This is related to property (a). 

These are all issues of quality control in conputer simulation. 

We'will be forever hungry for computing power-,, but even so,, the method 

works with relatively few vortices. To double the resolution of the flow, 

four times the number of vortices are needed, but it follows conversely 

that if fewer vortices are used, then there will not be too serious a 

de4m-rioration in the results, so a good qualitative picture of the f low is 

often readily obtainable. 

From the vortex dynamics, it has been shown how to calculate pressure 

distributions, and thus lift and drag. It is pleasant to note that in this 

respect, fluid irechanics is linear in the relation between pressure and 



vortex flux, so that af ter all the complication of the Martensen Method and 

AK)rtex dynamics, scmethting very simple remains to be done. Once it did 

not look so simple, but now we can do predictions of the forces in the flow 

around bluf f bodies which are of engineering interest. One immdiately 

thinks of the bridges, moling towers,, and oil rigs which have had problem 

with wind and sea forces. Prior analysis of these in aI numrical wind 

tunnel' would have saved a good deal of grief at little cost. It is also a 

sinple natter to allow a body to be non-rigid, so oscillating bodies can be 

de-a-It with. Bodies exhibiting a standard second order response to applied 

lift and drag forces would be reasonably insensitive to the noise produced 

by the randan vortex irethod. The extra degrees of freedorn of the body would 

greatly increase the computing tirm necessary to study the interaction 

between the characteristic frequencies of body and flow. 

The results obtained from the nurrerical simulations are of mixed 

A- 
CM] ity. The worst results, in the author's opinion, are of the 

critically decelerating boundary layer and the circular cylinder. The best 

results are the Blasius profile, the stalling aerofoil and rotating stall. 

Every one of these simulations is worthy of repetition with more computing 

t1ne and a bigger conputer. 

one problem to note is it took eight months to compute the 
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d'aracteristic of a stalling aerofoil . Does one dare to think that there 

might be a mistake in the writing of the ourputer program? On this 

timescale, it would be a terrible thought which is why so nuch attention 

has been given to questions of quality control in the nun-erical method. The 

f irst computer program were written in FORTRAN, hardly the most secure of 

computing languages. Later, program on the microcomputer were written in 

PASCAL,, x4iich is designed so that as many mistakes as possible are detected 

by the conpiler. The very last program written r to integrate experiuental 

results for the stalling aerofoil, was written in NDDULA-2, designed to be 

the successor to PASCAL. This is quite a change in software technique, but 

it is in the direction of greater security of computer prograndng,, 

essential to minimise the nurrber of errors made in undertaking large and 

long amiputer projects. 

One type of error which may be nade is in the formulation of the 

mcdel. For example , the quantity 

4 IV dt/3 

whicti appears as the distance of a newly created vortex outside the surface 

is dimensionally correct, but the reader may be able to prove either that 

the nuneric factor is wrong, or that it is wrongly implemented in the 

cofrputer program. Likewise, if one has a function of x and y correct for 
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x>O and y>O,, something can go wrong if either x<O or y<O, particularly if a 

]Progrwn has been modified several times to trap special cases. These 

errors . if rrade, can be insidiously dif f icult to detect. It should be just 

a matter of algebra, but proper algebraic computing languages (the 

'abstract data type' languages such as SIMUIA, ALGOL, MDDUIA-2 and ADA) are 

not widely available. It is not normal in publishing the results of 

research to suggest that one may have made a mistake. However, it is also 

not normal to have performed some 100,, 000,000,, 000 arithmetic operations, 

so it is worth pc)inting out that there is a heavy price to pay for even 

ali errors in term of the doubt that is cast upon months of computing. 

2v-- eight mnth timescale must be reduced if any progress is to be nade - 

On this timescale, it is difficult to repeat anything. With hindsight, 

there has been discoordination, between theory and experiment in the way 

that the experiment has an aerofoil in a wind tunnel with a three-to--one 

ratio between tunnel height and aerofoil chord, %bile the simulation has an 

isolated aerofoil. at a different Reynolds number. The simulation should be 

repeated with the experimentaLl geomtry at the correct Reynolds nunber. 

Furthermore, the simulation should be tried with shorter timsteps and more 

vortices to see how sensitive it is to these. In the normal course of 

research, one would just go back and do all these things, but on an eight- 
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rmnth cycle,, rratters become much mDre dif f icult. Nevertheless . we would not 

be concluding that this would be a worthwhile activity if the rnethod were 

not quite good so far. 

So the future lies with the vortex-in-cell nethod. Rather than repeat 

the stalling aerofoil with the simpler method,, one should proceed 

irnwdiately to the better method. Then the boundary layer simulations can 

be attacked in greater force, and the stalling aerofoil characteristic 

ref ined. Many more cascade geometries should be examined in the simulation 

of rotating stall. Looking further ahead, it can be specified in theory how 

sources may be added to simulate compressibility. Three-dimensional f lows 

are also likely to be much easier to simulate with a oompressible flow 

method,, since one abandons instantaneous action at a distance, and thus the 

conplications of the Martensen' type of analysis can be dispensed with. 

It is fascinating to see that a rrethod developed to simulate 

inompressible flow has such a strong undercurrent of thermodynamic theory, 

so that ue have, in choosing a Monte-Carlo irethod, stumbled upon the 

mechanism of process thermodynamics, at least for the requirements of 

con1puter simulation. Two-dimensional incorrpressible f luid mechanics may be 

described as the prototype of any big nonlinear Systemr so with the 

Concrete exanple of vortex dynamics in mind, we can now generalise. These 
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cgeneralisations will prove to be inportant when ampressible flows are 

oonsidered. 

Suppose we have a universe full of Hamiltonian systems. We formulate a 

definition of entropy. For every Hamiltonian system in which this entropy 

is increasing, there is an equal probability of existence of a system in 

4iich entropy is decreasing. This remains true when one mixes aI hot I 

system with a 'cold' system, or systems equivalent to gases of two 

different species. It will be found that with any definition of entropy, 

either one half of all Hamiltonian systems are decreasing in entropy, or 

Hamiltonian system are isentropic. 

31 
This is known as Loschmidt's Paradox. Another paradox,, due to Zermelo, 

is that a Hamiltonian system nust at som future time return soniewhere near 

its original state,, so the entropy nust decrease as often as it increases. 

These well-known paradoxes remain unaltered when the Hamiltonian system is 

replaced by its corresponding quantum-ffechanical system. The standard 

deterministic answer to them is that the timescale for a return to the 

original state is much longer than anything we can inagine, so it is quite 

possible to have a systern which is microscopically reversible, but a 

nucroscopic description of this system on ordinary timescales from 

ordinary initial conditions can validly use an irreversible equation such 
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as the diffusion equation. This diffusion equation will have a positive 

diffusion coefficient because that is appropriate to the type of system 

which we encounter in the present state of the universe. 

The difficulty with these argurrents is seen in cornputer simulation. We 

could just go ahead and simulate a hot gas mixing with a cold gas, where to 

avoid complication we will say that the gas is monatanic and does not emit 

or absorb electromagnetic radiation (a white body radiator). With a 

properly written amputer program, every nolecular encounter would be 

reversible, and so the whole process would presunably be ' adiabatic I. Yet 

we know that there is heat transfer between the two gases,, increasing the 

entropy, although this appears microscopically as a collection of work 

transfers. The difficulty is that in computer simulation one does not know 

how to distinguish between adiabatic and non-adiabatic processes or between 

microscopic and macroscopic Processes. Thus one has no idea of the scale 

upon which one stops using reversible mechanics and introduces a diffusion 

term,, and there is nothing to fix the value of the Reynolds nunbear. In the 

future we will have supercomputers able to do reversible 

26 

simulations of systems with some 10 particles, and these difficulties 

will become progressively rrore obvious - In the case of two-dimensional 
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vortex dynamics, the variance of the vortex distribution about the centre 

Of vorticity is a constant for inviscid flow, and no transition from the 

microscopic to the macroscopic viewpoint will ever alter this fact. One can 

argue that the vortices represent the collective motion of another me-dium 

in uhich it is possible to use a diffusion equation to sumrarise the bulk 

mwement, of the medium, but this argument will be ref uted by the existence 

of superfluidity, which will be described below. It is not obvious why a 

coiaputer simulation of af luid should represent anything but an inviscid 

superf luid. 

Furthermore, to our CuTputer program we could add a n-iodule which does 

the work of Maxwell's Demon, separating I hot I and 'cold I molecules, where 

visibility of information betwpen modules is restricted to experimentally 

observable quantities. It is not clear what would prevent this module from 

working and thus being able to drive a perpetual motion machine of the 

second kind if the dynamics are solely the dynamics of a Hamiltonian 

system. Note that this idea of restricting the visibility of computer 

generated inforrration to rrake a corrputer simulation the perfect imitation 

of an experiment is best implemented in the prograrmiing language NDIXJLA-2. 

A modUle is virtually an independent conputer program, whose output is 

controllable so that another module can only have access to those variables 
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specif ied by the programTer - In proposing a Maxwell Is Demon, we are 

effectively setting one computer program at war with another computer 

Program. The Dm-on will win over a program based on deterministic dynamics, 

but if sonie randormess is admitted, the Derx)n will lose in the sense that 

it cannot then construct a perpetual mtion machine. 

M of these objections, the objections of Loschmidt and Zermelo, and of 

the author as a conputer programer , depend upon the idea that %here a 

system has a nunber of possible states at one tim . there is a one-to-one 

correspondence with the states which it may assme at another time. This 

one-to-one correspondence is established by the evolution of a Hamiltonian 

-M.. 7--tem. To do coniputer simulations of real thermodynamic system, one must r- 

f ind a way to destroy the one-to-one correspondence, and there is an 

additional requirement that any method chosen must be syrrrmtric in time 

since there is no common physical process %hich does 'not have a 

corresponding process running in reverse (of course, in this corresponding 

process one must also reverse all momenta, all iragnetic f ields and so on). 

The 'random vortex' method of Chorirf answers these requirements, and in 

fact we have just given a specification of what is meant by randomnessr 

namely the destruction of the one-to-one correspondence. 

It is instructive to consider the behaviour of liquid Helium, though the 



argument will be restricted to two dimensions. Below a certain temperature,, 

2.172 0 K, liquid Helium exhibits a phenarenon known as superf luidityr wbich 

means that the viscosity vanishes, and it is then known as Helium II. 

I 
Bearing in mind the discussion of f low separation presented here, the best 

evidence that the viscosity of Helium II is strictly zero is given by its 

failure to exhibit flow separation. Thus a pitot tube linked to 

mm-iometers to masure the difference between static and stagnation 

pressures fails to work because ordinarily the measurement of static 

pressure relies upon af low separation somwhere in the system. Likewise,, 

the electron f luid in a rretal loses its I visoosity I below a certain 

tenperature, and the resulting phenomenon is known as superconductivity. A 

description of this type of behaviour which enphasises superf luidity and 

vortex dynamics is given by Putternart. Most engineers will have heard of 

these phenomena, but will consider them to be exotic quantum nechanical 

effects. 

In fact, it is non-superfluidity which is the 'exotic' quantum 

nechanical behaviour of af luid. In a superf luid,, the f luid is so cold that 

there is no energy available for transition to the higher energy levels 

predicted by quantum nechanics, and so in ef fect at the absolute zero of 

teluperature quantum rrechanics has been switched off. All the Helium atom 
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are in their 'ground state', and there is no opportunity for any atorn to 

juirp to an 'excited state'. Nevertheless, Helium II can still support 

vortices, though one will f ind it dif f icult to create them. The ef fect of 

the vortices over time is to transform one ground state to another ground 

state without going through an excited state,, and this has a very 

interesting consequence. 

The Helium II itself cannot rotate,, so the vortices are pointlike. The 

strength of the circulation of each point vortex is quantised. This inplies 

that the vortices can move as a Hamiltonian system, and their n-acroscopic 

behaviour is adequately described by the convection equation. The quantum 

mechanics of the system is in a sense orthogonal to its Hamiltonian 

nechanics , since the knowledge that the strength of the vortices is 

quantised is irrelevant to predicting their behaviour as a Hamiltonian 

system. The relative scale of these two systems of nechanics usually has 

the quantum mechanics as a much smaller scale,, but in superf luidity the 

quantum n-echanics is the larger scale, and the microscopic behaviour of a 

superf luid is often Hamiltonian. Frequently, then, the analysis of 
'Ic- -- 

sunerf luidity rrakes no distinction between ndcroscopic and rracroscopic 
W- - 

scales of n-otion, and this is the problem which has been previously stated 

as a problem of, any properly progranimd conputer simulation. Scue new 



Principle nust be incorporated into the simulation in order to represent 

dissipation. 

There is no viscosity in Helium II r so viscosity in a liquid must be 

regarded as a quantum mechanical effect. If the Helium II is warmed up 

slightly, some of the Helium atorns jurrp to higher energy levels. Later, 

some atoms revert back to their minimLun level, and other atoms are prcmoted 

to keep the total energy constant over long timescales. The effect of this 

is to shuf f le, vortices sideways . and with successive displacements of a 

point vortex being uncorrelated, the vortex is moving according to a Wiener 23 

process. The rracroscopic description of this will use a diffusion equation. 

M-*--xe is no theory which can predict when a given Helium atom will make 

a juirp between energy levels, and quantum, mechanics can only predict the 

probability per unit tine of the junp occuring. If a deterministic theory 

emrged which could predict the time at which a juirp occured,, it would have 

one of two properties: 

(a) In the style of MDDULA-2, we could package the theory in a module to 

use in computer simulation. Some of the variables enployed would be 

invisible outside the module - The objection to this is that the mDdule 

Uould be indistinguishable fran the pseudo-randan number generator 
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already used. The apparent randomness which the nndule should simulate 

in, say, a prediction of radioactive decay would be achieved by setting 

the initial condition of the unobservable variables of a deterministic 

process. The same results could be achieved by a module whose initial 

state was known, but which used a randorn process , and this module would 

be much simpler to program. 

(b) The theory would predict new ef fects which were visible outside the 

nndule just described. We could then program a second =dule which 

analysed the variables visible outside the first module, and so 

oc)nstruct a Maxwell's Demon. Given that the visible variables are an 

encoding of the variables within the module, we are asserting our 

confidence in our ability to break any code. A theory omplicated 

enough to produce an unbreakable code would be refuted by the 

amlication of Occam's Razor when corrpared to the alternative postulate 
m-A;, - 

of true randomess. 

Such a theory is not likely to appear within the foreseeable future. This 

is carrently good reason for regarding the junps between energy levels as 

random, producing random displacements of vortices. The 'random vortex' 

nethco has now been shown to have som justif ication, if only on the 

principle of Occam's Razor, and one can generalise this to say that the 
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coriputer simulation of thermodynamics amDunts to taking a HanAltonian 

sYstem and adding randcmness. 

In Helium II we see a separation between the concept of a Hamiltonian 

system and of a system in which entropy can increase by virtue of a 

changing distribution of the system couponents between energy levelst with 

diffusion as a side effect. The probability per unit time of a given 

transition between energy levels is related to Planck's constant. We do not 

specify the value of Planck's constant in the simulation of a Hc-mdltonian 

system, so the simulation does not include any quantum mechanical effects. 

The conclusion is that no Hamiltonian system can be responsible for an 

increase in entropy,, and thus for diffusion, riot even when timescales are 

short and the system is looked at f rom a rracroscopic viewpoint. 

This conclusion remains valid when the I phase space I of the system is 

increased f ran two dinensions to the six dinmsions of real system. In the 

case of a dilute gas,, the energy levels of a single molecule are so close 

together that they are barely distinguishable from a continuum. A single 

molecule colliding with another molecule can therefore change energy levels 

so easily that one might as well regard the outcome of the collision as 

purely random, though of course the collision may be perfectly elastic in 

the sense of conserving energy and momentum. There is then no correlation 



between the trajectories of a single mlecule on successive oollisions, ro 

A then describes a Wiene? 3processr and one Can validly use a diffusion 

equation. 

One has to have som irethod of simulating the quantum irechanical. effect 

of apparently random junps in energy levels, an extra degree of freedom 

uhich does riot appear in the dynamic specification but which can 

dramatically alter the outcome of a simulation. This irethod will 

incorporate randomness in sonte appropriate fashion. Then for computer 

simulation the First law of Thermodynamics can be expressed as 

It is possible to add randomness to a deterministic system in such a 

way as to preserve at least som of the invariants of the deterministic 

behaviour of the system. 

The First Law is usually known as the conservation of energy, but it is not 

obvious why energy should be singled out when other invariants exist, such 

as momentum and angular mDmntum,, and indeed the Special Theory of 

Relativity puts energy and momentum on an equal footing. It would be 

prosaic to wrend the First Law to say that a system has invariants without 

saving what they are invariant to. This is renedied by the formulation of 

the First Law just given. It explains why one expresses the First Law as 

' 



Au =Q -w 

without Makdng any distinction between various forms of heat or work 

transfer taken separately. Heat is the random rmtion of miecules I and work 

is their deterministic rmtion, and now heat and work transfers are 

distinguishable in conWter progranrdng. The atteapt to program a Maxwell's 

Demon mdule will be defeated by the randamess of the system giving rise 

to an Uncertainty Principle as described in Chapter 2. When one neasures 

the energy of a molecule, one will have to wait for some time for the 

randomness to be sufficiently averaged out, and by the tine one has done 

this, the molecule will be somewhere else and it will be hopeless trying to 

pursue it. Alternatively, if one makes a measurement over a short time, it 

will be impossible to tell whether the molecule is hot or cold. 

The addition of randomness will nean that on average,, quantities such as 

energy, nrcentum and angular nmentum are expected to be invariant. Thus 

all these quantities obey the First law. On the other hand, the variance 

of a system of two-dimensional point vortices remains constant with respect 

to the centre of vorticity without randomness, but increases steadily in 

time with randomness , so here is an invariant %bich does not obey the First 

Law. one. notices of course that quantities obeying the First Law are linear 

measures with respect to the randomness, and quantities not obeying it are 
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non-linear measures. 

For cornputer simulation the Second Iaw of Ibermodynamics becomes 

TtL-w-- addition of random mtion to a system at scoe given time always 

causes it to evolve in the direction of its most probable state. 

This will be true wbether one then goes forwards or backwards in tim from 

+-hm, the given time, naking the addition of randamess reversible in the sense 

that one cannot use the observation of a thermodynamic system to assess 

bether time is running forwards or backwards in the artificial universe of 

a computer simulation. All one can say is that from the Itim zero' at 

uhidi one encountered the simulation, subjective time always runs in the 

direction of increasing entropy. It is an open question whether this 

subjective tine is an artefact of the conputer simulation, or whether one 

can speculate that it corresponds to something objective like the 

relativistic proper tim, on the argurrent that 'causality' and 'increase in 

entropy I are the same concept. 

The entropy is a measure of the nearness to the rrost probable state of a 

systeinr and it is corrputed by counting the distribution of particles over 

auantum mchanical energy levels. An adequate substitute for the process of 
: L-- 

the redistribution of particles between energy levels is, in f luid 
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mechanics, the Brownian motion of vortices. For other Hamiltonian systems,, 

One will have to f ind other explicit nethods of entropy generation, and if 

One does not, then the computer will nuke up this deficiency through random, 

errors associated with the finite representation of a quantity in the 

conputer nemory. These errors will be dif f icult to quantify, and so we axne 

to the sting in the tail. It nay be charged that the discussion given here 

is an unnecessary digression frm the subject of f luid mechanics wbose 

unity was stressed in the Introduction, so the basic problem will be 

restated. Define the Reynolds' Nurrber as the timescale of entropy increase 

divided by the dynamic timescale. Mether one Is interest is in the process 

therwdynamics of f luid mechanics, celestial rrechanics, nuclear physics or 

plasma physics, one does not want a conputer program to be labelled 

Simulation at Urknown Reynolds' Number 
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